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1. Introduction 
With this thesis, I aim look at how voluntourism in an ‘orphanage’ in Pokhara, Nepal, influences two 
processes. The first being the moving of a child from a family into an ‘orphanage’, where this child 
comes under influence of new roles and ‘qualities’,  due to voluntourism. Second is the process in 
which  an  ‘orphanage’,  which  is  regarded  as  a  ‘charity’,  transforms  into  a  business:  individuals 
consume a volunteering experience at such an ‘orphanage’, booked through an agency. In this thesis I 
will discuss the controversies about these transformative processes, how the two relate to each other 
and how different groups of respondents in Pokhara perceive these transformations from their moral 
perspectives. I have made a film about this research, called ‘The Business of Charity’, which I will use 
in this text to explain, illustrate and support my thesis.
First, what is voluntourism? It is the practice of individuals going on a working holiday, in which they 
volunteer their labour for what they consider to be ‘worthy causes’ (Tomazos and Butler 2009: 196). 
Volunteers do not receive pay for their work, but often pay a fee to a volunteer organization which 
arranges  this  volunteering  ‘experience’  (Tomazos  and  Butler  2009:  197).  My  research  focuses 
specifically on humanitarian-oriented voluntourism that takes place in ‘orphanages’ (Mostafanezhad 
2013: 319). This kind of voluntourism is also called ‘orphanage tourism’: a practice in which people 
volunteer in an ‘orphanage’ as part of a tour or volunteer program (Reas 2013: 123). 
Voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ has recently sparked controversy in news media. My research started 
out as a reaction to these discussions, in which some authors insist that voluntourism only benefits the 
volunteers and even harms the children involved. For example, de Greef writes that volunteering in 
Moshi doesn’t help the ‘orphans’, and only exists to offer voluntourists places to volunteer (NRC.next 
2014). Pattisson even argues that the good intentions of volunteers are ‘unwittingly feeding an industry 
that dupes poor parents into sending their children to bogus orphanages in order to extract money from well-
meaning foreigners.’ (The Guardian 2014). These criticisms made me wonder how people who actually 
experience voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ think about the practice: do they also criticize such practices? 
Do they see some benefit to this phenomenon?
Academics specifically look at the impact of voluntourism and how it impacts the care for ‘orphans’. 
For  example,  Palacios  looks  at  whether  the  work  is  truly  needed  locally  and  why  interests  of 
volunteers are sometimes prioritized over those of the ‘voluntoured’ (Palacios 2010). Such discussions 
relate to the anthropological discourse on development aid and humanitarianism, which has seen a 
period  of  intense  criticism as  well.  Ferguson  argued  for  example  that  the  development  sector  is 
characterized by constant failure (Ferguson 1990). My research delves into the background of these 
controversies:  why is  there  controversy  about  voluntourism in  ‘orphanages’  in  the  first  place?  In 
chapter 3.4 I will argue that this has to do with different moralities about how the ‘ideal childhood’ is 
defined. A ‘western’ concept of the ideal childhood defines it as a period of learning and playing, 
whereas  people  in  other  societies,  such  as  South  Asian  societies,  emphasize  how children  are  of 
economic value to their family (Baxter 2008: 161)(Nieuwenhuys 1996: 237). Lastly, I will discuss how 
the  discourse  about  the  ‘ideal  childhood’  relates  to  the  controversy  about  the  involvement  of 
charitable ‘orphanages’ with business incentives. I will discuss how ‘suffering’ of children can become 
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a marketable resource and can strategically be used by volunteer organizations to make a profit, and 
how this practice is chastised in the media, because of the controversy of involving business with 
charity (Kleinman and Kleinman 1997: 9)(Reas 2013: 131). 
I went to Nepal for three months to film and to do participatory observation in an ‘orphanage’, to 
research  the  discourse  about  voluntourism in  ‘orphanages’  that  takes  place  in  Pokhara.  I  visited 
several  ‘orphanages’  and non-governmental  organizations (NGOs),  talked to ‘orphans’,  parents  of 
‘orphans’, volunteers and people who live around ‘orphanages’, but mainly focused on one specific 
‘orphanage’. Through spending a lot of time in such an ‘orphanage’, I was able to better get to know 
the people involved, relations to other institutions and these people’s views on my topic. I used the 
following research question:
How do volunteers, NGO employees, ‘orphanage’ owners and employees,'orphans' and their parents and Nepali 
people living in Pokhara moralize about voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ and the roles of ‘orphanages’?
This research questions shows that I thus chose to focus on the moral debate about voluntourism in 
‘orphanages’,  and thus  on different  visions  on the  topic.  I  use  Csordas’  principle  about  morality, 
namely that moral systems vary among societies, social groups and differ per situation, topic and 
moment (Csordas 2013: 535). With this I emphasize that there are different moralities about my topic, 
in  the  plural  sense  of  the  word,  and  thus  not  one  kind  of  moral  idea  about  voluntourism  in 
‘orphanages’. I started from the media criticisms on the practice, and then looked for different ideas on 
the topic in the setting of Pokhara. Initially, I just included volunteers, ‘orphanage’ employees and 
‘orphans’ in my research question, but during field work it turned out that ‘orphanage’ owners, NGO 
employees, parents of ‘orphans’ and people living around ‘orphanages’ in Pokhara added important 
value to the discourse about voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ in Pokhara as well. Furthermore, it turned 
out that voluntourism also influenced the roles of ‘orphanages’, making me expand my focus from just 
the practice of voluntourism in an ‘orphanage’ to include the ‘roles of orphanages’. As I will explain in 
my thesis,  voluntourism allows these children access to ‘better education’ and a more prosperous 
living environment. The roles of an ‘orphanage’ change, from institutions for orphaned children to 
establishments where (less-fortunate) parents send their children to in hope of a better future.
Film plays  an important  role  in  my research,  impacting both my field work and final  outcomes. 
During field work, use of a camera provoked and catalyzed communication with respondents. After 
field work, I used the recordings to produce the film The Business of Charity about my research. The 
film is meant to show the different moralities about voluntourism in Pokhara in a nuanced way, so 
that  my  film,  and  thus  my  respondents  in  Pokhara,  can  take  part  in  the  discussions  about 
voluntourism.  However,  in  line  with  Henley,  I  think  that  film  can  be  a  means  to  provide  a 
representation, but that a combination of text and film also gives a more rounded and comprehensive 
ethnographic account on the topic  (Henley 2010: 222). Whereas the film presents a discourse about 
voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ in Nepal and is meant to invite the viewer to think about this discussion 
in a nuanced way, the written text is meant to explain and analyze that which is presented in the film. 
Furthermore, in the text I am able to dig deeper and provide more context and background on the 
topic. For this reason, the paper and film have to be regarded in unison. I advise a reader of this text to 
watch the film first, which can be accessed through https://youtu.be/hTzzT6OwLFA. Afterwards, one can 
read the written thesis, in which I analyze, quote and explain parts of the footage, to which I refer by 
using film stills.  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2. Doing research: the field and 
methodology 
2.1 The field setting
My research can be considered a ‘multi-sided research’, as I’ve conducted my field work at multiple 
places in Nepal (Marcus 1995: 95). The research cross-cuts dichotomies, such as the ‘local’ and the 
‘global’  because  I  look  at  the  movement  of  children  and  volunteers  between  places  and  the 
transformation that takes place as a result (Marcus 1995: 95). Overall, Nepal is considered to be a poor 
country, and has been dependent on foreign development aid since the 1950s (Sharma 2014: 106, 110, 
111,  113).  Many  Nepali  children  suffer  under  poverty,  resulting  in  relatively  large  numbers  of 
displaced children, such as ‘street children’ and ‘orphans’ (Onta-Bhatta 1996)(UNDP 2013). My main 
focus is on the latter group, but my research shows that these categories overlap. It is estimated that 
there are about 743 ‘orphanages’ in Nepal and 15.000 ‘orphans’, but such numbers lack accuracy, as 
there are many ‘orphanages’ that are not registered with the government and different researchers use 
different definitions of ‘orphan’ (CCWB 2014)(UNICEF 2012). Nepali ‘orphanages’ are mainly located 
in the cities, namely Kathmandu and Pokhara. 
I chose to conduct the main part of my field work in Pokhara for two strategic reasons. First, because I 
had previously  worked in  a  street  children centre  in  Pokhara,  one  that  was  transformed into  an 
‘orphanage’ in the past few years and recently cooperates with a number of international volunteer 
organizations. This means that I already had access to a network of people in the ‘orphanage’ and 
voluntourism  sector  in  Pokhara,  whereas  gaining  access  to  such  a  network  in  Kathmandu,  as  a 
newcomer, would take (too much) time and effort.  Being familiar with ‘orphans’,  board members, 
NGOs that focus on children and a host family in Pokhara made going in-depth during a 3 month 
field work feasible. Second, media discussions and ensuing criticism of voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ 
meant  that  larger  Kathmandu ‘orphanages’,  volunteer  organizations  and  government  bodies  had 
become rejective  towards  researchers,  journalists  and  others  who  might  present  their  sector  in  a 
critical or unfavorable light. Pokhara seemed more approachable, which indeed later proved to be the 
case, during my field work. I did conduct a number of interviews with important NGOs and other 
organizations in Kathmandu, although my case study took place in Pokhara. 
The case study was in a place that is known as an ‘orphanage’ in Pokhara. It is still called the Street 
Children  Centre  (SCC),  but  houses  children  ‘permanently’  and  accepts  children  with  different 
backgrounds from those of a ‘street child’. People in Pokhara refer to this place as SCC and I will do 
the same. There are two reasons it was transformed into a children’s home: first, the initial goal of 
rehabilitating all children with their families proved unattainable. Second, the centre had difficulties 
collecting funding. It saw an opportunity in converting it into an ‘orphanage’ and partnering with 
international volunteer organizations, which are known in Pokhara for their ability to provide funding 
for such ‘orphanages’. Currently eleven boys, a caregiver and her daughter live in SCC. The institution 
is ran by a board of directors.
The  city  of  Pokhara  is  a  popular  destination  among  volunteers  because  of  its  many  volunteer 
placements,  lively tourist  center and backpacker scene,  plus it  serves as a starting point  for treks 
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through the Himalayas. SCC is located a few kilometers outside this tourist centre, and aside from the 
volunteers, one will rarely see ‘foreigners’ in this area. However, its proximity to the tourist part of 
Pokhara allows it to profit from the booming volunteer sector. The institution currently partners with 
four different volunteer organizations: Volunteer Society Nepal (VSN), PODvolunteer (POD), GVI and 
Het Andere Reizen (HAR). In their communications, some of these organizations present SCC as a 
street children centre while others list it as an ‘orphanage’. All organizations have a time slot in which 
they dispatch volunteers to SCC. These volunteers play with the children, help with their homework 
and assist the house mother with her chores. Volunteers do not receive pay for their work. Conversely, 
they in fact pay the volunteer organizations a fee in order to be allowed to help out in SCC. Fees for 
same volunteering differ considerably: permission to volunteer in SCC for 4 weeks costs 590 euro with 
the cheapest organization and the price goes all the way up 1450 euro at the most expensive one‑ .1
Aside from research in Pokhara and interviews conducted in Kathmandu, I carried out research in the 
mountainous region of the Langtang Valley. Reason for this came when it became clear to me that 
none of  the children in SCC and other  ‘orphans’  I  met  in ‘orphanages’  in  Pokhara had deceased 
parents. Several people at NGOs, including the Umbrella Foundation, pointed out that the majority of 
children in ‘orphanages’ come from one specific area, namely the Langtang Valley.  I visited this area 
to get  a  better  understanding of  the backgrounds of  these children,  motivations of  parents  to for 
sending their children away and the transformation the children went through. Reaching the remote 
Langtang area took a  couple of  days of  hiking,  with an interpreter  and a  guide.  Fortunately,  the 
demanding trip enabled me to conduct valuable research work in this area.
A month after I completed my field work, a devastating earthquake took place in Nepal. Many people 
lost their lives or got injured. Many more lost their houses and livelihoods. None of the informants to 
my research got injured, but for some, their houses got damaged or the earthquake affected their 
livelihoods. Respondents in the Langtang Valley were particularly affected: I cannot even be sure that 
all the villages in the film still exist. In this scope of large-scale suffering, it feels inappropriate to be 
concerned about something as trivial as my research. Despite this, I feel obliged to clarify as many 
people have since then asked how this affects my research. Principally, the situation in Nepal has 
severely changed: only one volunteer has come to SCC since the earthquake, as most governments 
now issue a negative travel advice for Nepal. Furthermore, the tourist sector has diminished, more 
children  have  been  displaced  and some have  probably  turned into  real  orphans.  NGOs strongly 
shifted their focus to disaster relief. As always the case, this research is snapshot of a specific period of 
time in a specific place. More than in most cases though, because of these drastic changes, my research 
and film do not illustrate the current situation in SCC, and the whole of Nepal.
2.2 Participatory observation, interviewing and positionality
The  main  methods  I  used  during  field  work  were  participatory  observation,  interviewing  and 
ethnographic film. I also attempted to use other methods, such as photo elicitation and participatory 
video, which did not produce adequate results. This was partly because most respondents refused to 
participate in such activities. I conducted participatory observation because it helped me get more 
familiar with people, and make them comfortable enough with my presence so that I could observe 
GVI asks for 4 weeks volunteer work in SCC €1450, PODvolunteer €1085, Het Andere Reizen €865 and Volunteer Society Nepal €590 euro. This 1
includes the accommodation, a three day language- and preparation training, an excursion and transport. This excludes the flights, insurance, visa 
costs and for GVI and PODvolunteer the food (GVI 2014)(PODvolunteer 2013)(Het Andere Reizen 2015)(Volunteer Society Nepal 2015).
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and record information about their lives (Bernard 2011: 256). Furthermore, this method allowed me to 
recognize patterns in the ‘orphanages’ and their structures and relations to other organizations, such 
as NGOs. I used this method in several ‘orphanages’, villages in the Langtang Valley, but mainly in 
SCC,  where  I’ve  spent  most  of  my  time.  I  observed,  took  notes,  filmed  and  participated  with 
volunteers, ‘orphanage’ staff and children. 
Berreman argues  that  participatory  observation is  about  impression management  and makes  you 
think about how you will position yourself (Berreman 2012: 153). For some, my appearance as a ‘white 
foreigner’ triggered expectations that I am wealthy, a volunteer and/or tourist. In most cases, the way 
in which I chose to position myself was very dynamic: for example, in SCC I had to distinguish myself 
from the volunteers, because otherwise I would be expected to just volunteer instead of conducting 
research. Nevertheless, in the evenings and weekends I ‘became’ one of the volunteers when we hung 
out,  because  we  were  doing  similar  things.  Regardless  of  this  dynamic  positionality,  I  always 
presented myself as a researcher. Aspects, such as my gender, influenced the data I gathered and the 
access I got: being a woman made research with children easier, as people trusted me more easily.  My 
gender made research among Nepali men difficult at times, because many of them rejected the idea of 
an independent female researcher. The way I was regarded was different within my host family again, 
as they treated me as ‘one of them’.  I  was invited and expected to participate in the daily life of 
Nepali’s.  Their  good reputation and higher caste helped me gain access to many institutions and 
people, but this also gave some difficulties. At one point, I felt obliged to reject such help: because of 
their relation to my host family, some people felt a social obligation to help. This made me doubt the 
full consent of these respondents. Contact with my respondents has continued to this day, months 
after my return home. This has provided me with important information on how the volunteers reflect 
on their experience afterwards, how the children feel about volunteers leaving and how everyone is 
coping with the changes after the earthquake.
I did not expect to conduct as many interviews as I did, but interviews simply turned out to be a great 
way to gain access to institutions and learn about views of respondents. It seems to be a habit in Nepal 
to welcome new people with tea, sit down and talk a bit, which was sometimes similar to an interview 
setting. I often conducted some interviews first and had to go through this ‘ritual’ a few times, before I 
was allowed access to institutions or do participatory observation. I interviewed people from several 
‘orphanages’,  NGO  workers,  people  who  live  nearby  ‘orphanages’  and  parents  of  ‘orphans’.  I 
conducted  semi-structured  interviews,  meaning  I  prepared  key  questions  but  provided  room  for 
improvisation  or  for  respondents  to  steer  the  conversation  in  a  serendipitous  direction.  It  was  a 
deliberate  choice  to  not  interview the  children in  a  formal  setting:  although I  do  recognize  their 
agency, a formal research setting made them uncomfortable, while subjects of interest came up freely 
when playing. Unfortunately I could not get access to some bigger NGOs and government bodies. 
They either claimed not to have time, refused interviews as they felt  denigrated by recent critical 
media discussions on voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ or just did not respond at all. Main drawback of 
conducting interviews, was that I had to deal with socially desirable answers, especially if people 
could prepare the interview beforehand. Respondents sometimes wanted to prepare interviews, as 
they were wary of possible backlash, as ‘orphanages’ and voluntourism can be a sensitive subject for 
some. However, participatory observation solved the majority of this problem, as it gave me a way to 
see beyond socially desirable answers: I could compare what people said with how they behaved in 
practice.
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Overall,  my research involved 7 groups of  respondents from three different  area’s.  I  did research 
among  23  volunteers,  6  NGO  employees,  5  ‘orphanage’  owners,  9  ‘orphanage’  employees,  11 
‘orphans’, 6 parents and 7 neighbors of SCC. My research mainly took place in Pokhara, but I also 
conducted field work in Kathmandu and the Langtang Valley.
2.3 Ethnographic film as a method
Central to my research is the use of ethnographic film as a method. This method impacted both my 
field work and the final outcome of my research. Main advantage of using a camera in the field was 
that  it  provoked  and  catalyzed  communication  with  respondents:  many  participants  had  strong 
opinions on the topic of voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ and the camera made me visible as a researcher, 
and thus different from regular volunteers. I was considered to be a researcher to whom they wanted 
to express their opinions so these could ‘finally’ be heard. On the other hand, a camera so conspicuous 
was also a disadvantage: people would sometimes start to act differently once the camera was turned 
on  and  thus  behaved  uncomfortably  or  acted  in  a  ‘socially  desirable’  manner.  The  method  of 
participatory  observation  was  very  valuable  in  such  cases,  as  my  constant  participation  made 
respondents  get  increasingly  accustomed  to  the  camera  and  thus  acting  more  ‘normal’  again. 
However, I think the ‘performative nature’ of visual ethnography remained present: in my film (see 
still frame 1) you can sometimes see children start to perform because the camera is on (Grimshaw 
and Ravetz 2009:  542).  I  included such scenes in the film to both highlight  my presence and the 
visibility of  the camera.  This  way,  I  avoid the ‘fly on the wall’  approach and emphasize that  the 
presence of me and my camera provoked behavior (Grimshaw and Ravetz 2009: 540).
Moreover,  shooting film with children turned out to be practically challenging,  because of  rowdy 
circumstances: i.e. children touching camera buttons, tons of unexpected movement and noise. I was 
luckily able to improve the situation by patiently explaining how everything worked, what they were 
and were not allowed to touch. I included such ‘imperfections’ in the film, for example a child putting 
a hand on the lens of the camera. My reasoning is that this is a natural part of (filming with) children: 
they do more unexpected and impulsive things than adults. Lastly, I had to deal with the limitations of 
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Still frame 1: 
Children in SCC 
react to the camera 
(min. 11:20).
making a first film in general: I lacked (tacit) knowledge of using sound properly and had difficulties 
with focus and lightning. However, I also chose to keep such imperfections in the film. When choosing 
what to include, (value to) theoretical assumptions trumped visual or auditorial (im)perfections.
I did not fully understand all happenings and expressions, even though my previous experiences in 
Nepal familiarized me with aspects of the Nepali culture and the language. In this case, the use of 
audio-visual  recordings  was  again  very  important.  I  would  spend  my  evenings  watching  and 
analyzing the recordings, sometimes together with an interpreter, which helped me to get a better 
understanding of what was going on and how a ‘local’ person might interpret what had transpired 
differently. One example comes from me and a Nepali friend watching a few of my recordings of 
children playing. He noticed that the toys the children have in SCC are atypical for most children in 
Nepal. For instance, still frame 2 shows a still of a scene in which the children watch tv, about which 
my friend explained that few children have television at home in Nepal.
My intention was to record audiovisual material in an observational style, because as Young argues, 
observational  cinema can  help  the  viewer  to  see  what  is  going  on,  while  giving  ‘experiential  and 
interpretive possibilities rather than explanatory and definitive statements’ (Grimshaw and Ravez 2009: 540). 
I recorded most of my material in this style, but chose to include a number of interviews in the film as 
well. The research question and relevant academic debates guided my decisions on when to film. I 
agree with Young that it  can also be of importance to let the informants lead the direction of the 
research, compared to using the actors to produce an intended film. This approach lead to unexpected 
but useful results (Grimshaw and Ravez 2009: 540). For example, at one point the children in SCC 
asked me to record how they made a campfire, and later I understood that this chore was important to 
them  because  it  was  a  preparation  for  a  Hindu  ritual.  This  instance  thus  uncovered  important 
information on the role of religious education in SCC and their lives.
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Still frame 2: Children in SCC watch tv (min. 23:00)
The editing process was an important way to order, analyze, and understand my data. I agree with 
Wiseman who describes ‘editing as thinking through the material’, as the editorial process helped me to 
get a deeper understanding of my data and to compare different viewpoints with each other (Hogel 
2013: 220). Here, I similarly made my decisions based on my research question and academic debates. 
My initial intention was to produce a film that could be used to partake in the discussions about 
voluntourism in ‘orphanages’, especially as film has the ability to reach a larger audience than text. I 
still aspire to send the final film to NGOs, in the hope that the film will spark a discussion. If my goal 
is to spark discussion beyond academia, I needed to compose the film in a way that is compelling and 
understandable for a broader audience (Crawford 1996: 143). This choice influenced the final film: I 
chose to give more room to contextualization and explanation.
The film is an attempt to produce a nuanced image of my topic. To achieve this, I chose to start the 
film with something familiar to the audience: the criticisms on voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ and then 
increasingly add layers of complexity by including different opinions on the topic. This way, my film 
provides the viewer with a ‘social landscape’ in which I show different viewpoints (MacDougall 2006: 
294). However, just as every ethnographic record, my film is a subjective selection, in which I, as the 
maker, have constructed a narrative to guide the viewer through these different viewpoints (Henley 
2006: 396). I tried not to take a position on the topic in my film, as my intention is to incite the viewer 
to think about the different viewpoints, instead of pointing the viewer in a certain direction. This is the 
reason why there is no main character in the film: I choose to focus on the children as a group and 
different actors that surround the lives of these children and thereby have the viewer choose who and 
what resonates with them. That being said, Abhishek, the smallest child in SCC is highlighted most in 
the film. I chose him as he is a good focus point for viewer empathy: being the smallest and new to 
SCC, he is a bit of an outsider, meaning the viewers can relate to his amazement towards all that is 
transpiring around him. Furthermore, he can be seen as a bridge between regular Nepali children and 
fully-transformed ‘orphans’ who are used to living in SCC and being around volunteers. The fact that 
I was able to find his mother and include an interview with her in the film should help viewers get a 
more tangible sense of the complex context and relate to Abhishek in a new light.
My film and written thesis are supposed to go together. In line with Henley, I think that film can be a 
means to provide a representation, and that in combination with written text, it gives a more rounded 
and comprehensive ethnographic account on a topic (Henley 2010: 222).  I  want to use the film to 
present the discourse about voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ in Nepal and prompt the viewer to think 
about the discussion in a nuanced way. The written text is then meant to explain and analyze what is 
presented in the film. Furthermore, in the text I provide context and background on the topic that is 
not provided in the film. It is also of importance to accompany the film with text, because the film has 
an open structure and is thus open for interpretation. Crawford argues that an ethnographic film that 
is too open for interpretation can lead to exoticizing (Crawford 1996: 140). I tried to avoid this in the 
film by balancing the time devoted to different viewpoints, the text thereby being a place to provide 
my own interpretation and explanation.
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2.4 Ethics
My research involves many ethical considerations, mainly because the research topic is a taboo for 
some,  and  because  I  was  researching  children.  The  agency  of  children  has  often  been  denied  in 
anthropology as they were considered passive and dependent on adults. In this researched however, I 
aimed  to  emphasize  their  agency  thus  seeing  them  as  able  to  actively  influence  their  lives  and 
surroundings (White 2012: 82). Regardless of agency, I had to be mindful about a number of things: 
explaining full and informed consent, finding out who to ask for permission for filming these children 
and choosing which topics were appropriate to discuss with them. For example, is it appropriate to 
ask children about their personal backgrounds? Will they tell me if they do not want to be filmed? 
Luckily, the ‘orphanages’ staff, my interpreter, NGO workers, parents and Nepali friends offered a lot 
of guidance with such ethical considerations and helped with appropriate solutions. For one, I chose 
not to ask children directly about their backgrounds. When/if they discussed their background with 
me, I made sure to check whether they preferred me to keep their stories a secret. I also made clear 
each time I was about to record footage. This approach had consequences: for example some children 
would ‘perform’ when the camera was on and some recordings had to be left out of the final film, 
because those particular children told me that something was private or a secret.
My topic also turned out to be a taboo for some, particularly for parents who had sent their children to 
‘orphanages’ and for people who had monetary incentives around volunteers and were thus subject to 
criticisms  of  current  media  discussions.  I  furthermore  had  to  be  careful  not  to  put  anyone  in  a 
precarious  position  because  of  my  research.  I  did  not  want  to  risk  anyone  losing  their  jobs  in 
‘orphanages’ over what they had told me about the ‘orphanage’ owners or parents. On the other hand, 
I did not want to restrict my research by using self-censorship, so I tried to be as open as possible and 
find  a  workable  balance  when  discussing  these  matters  with  the  relevant  people.  Other  ethical 
considerations regarded my appearance and the expectations this brought. As I mentioned, people 
often associated me with richness, because I am a ‘white’ foreigner. One way this was evident, was 
people asking me for money: strangers on my way to SCC every day and even some ‘orphanage’ 
employees. I dealt with this by being very clear about my intentions and that participation in my 
research would not result in payment. With SCC, I negotiated that I would not have to pay them, but 
compensate  by  helping  the  mother,  taking  the  children  on  activities  and  only  pay  money  to 
compensate for expenses they had to make on my part.
In  addition  to  the  ethical  considerations  about  using  film  during  field  work  there  are  ethical 
considerations to do with the final film. Nichols argues that it is important to think about the influence 
your film has on lives, what expectations people have and how your audience might respond to your 
film  (Nichols  2001).  I  considered  this  by  consistently  reviewing  whether  I  had  represented  my 
respondents in the ‘right way’ and whether I had kept the core of their stories intact in the edited film. 
I made a deal with some respondents that I would send them the edited sequence for review, before 
adding it to my final film. Fortunately, all agreed to the use. Finally, ethical considerations include how 
the thesis and film will be used and received among my participants. I cannot completely influence 
the interpretation, though I do believe that it is valuable to accompany a film, which aims to be quite 
objective, with a written text which conveys my own interpretations and explanations.  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3. Controversy about helping: the 
theoretical framework 
My topic involves two transformations which in some cases lead to controversy. First is the transition 
of  a  child  from a family  into  an ‘orphanage’,  one that  transforms the  child  into  the  status  of  an 
‘orphan’. Second is the process in which charity increasingly adopts facets of business through the 
phenomenon of voluntourism. In this theoretical framework, I aim to discuss first what voluntourism 
is, then why there is controversy about this topic, how this controversy relates to the discourse about 
development aid and humanitarianism, why this is a discussion about morality, and lastly what the 
backgrounds are behind the discussions about ‘orphanages’  and the combination of  business and 
charity.
3.1 Controversy about voluntourism in ‘orphanages’
An absence of  salary and working for what are considered to be ‘worthy causes’  are essential  to 
volunteer work (Tomazos and Butler 2009: 196). In reality, many volunteers pay a fee to an agency in 
order  to  be  able  to  go  on  such  a  working  holiday  (Tomazos  and  Butler  2009:  196).  Volunteer 
organizations offer a variety of 'placements' and often have a volunteer coordinator near the chosen 
placement. These placements are generally projects that are set up by NGOs, but in the case of my 
research  some  projects  are  started  by  the  volunteer  organizations  themselves.  According  to 
Mostafanezhad  volunteers  are  mainly  from  western  countries,  volunteer  in  so-called  ‘developing 
countries’, are predominantly female and between 20 and 30 years old (Mostafanezhad 2013: 319). 
However,  my research shows that  a  significant  number  of  volunteers  are  also  from ‘non-western 
countries’, male and in some cases above 30.
Currently, there is controversy regarding voluntourism. Several media, as well as some academics and 
NGOs, criticize different aspects of the practice. They argue that voluntourism prioritizes interests of 
volunteers over those of the ‘voluntoured’ (Palacios 2010: 861). That it is demand-driven by volunteers 
and thus gives little regard for what is actually needed and successful locally (Palacios 2010: 861). Plus 
that  volunteers  lack  a  professional  background which one  needs  when working with  ‘vulnerable 
children’ (Palacios 2010: 861). Palacios even goes so far to claim that it is a kind of neocolonialism: as if 
even ‘ignorant’ westerners can improve the situation of people in the ‘south’ (Palacios 2010: 863). 
I’ve chosen to focus on voluntourism in ‘orphanages’, towards which such criticisms are specifically 
pointed.  Criticisms on voluntourism in ‘orphanages’  have to  do with concerns about  quality  and 
effectiveness.  Minimal  monitoring  of  ‘orphanages’  by  the  government  can  result  in  bad  living 
conditions  (Central  Child  Welfare  Board  2014).  The  notion  that  ‘orphanages’  never  become  self-
sustaining because they are dependent on foreign donators (National  Human Rights  Commission 
2012: vii). The argument that NGOs can be more effective by investing in rural education and care, so 
that children do not end up in an ‘orphanage’ in the first place (Verbakel and Klaveren 2008). I will 
further examine two main criticisms in the next paragraphs. One of which is that children grow up 
without family ties and are thus not properly cared for in ‘orphanages’, the other being the criticism 
that  volunteer  projects  in  ‘orphanages’  become businesses  (Save  the  Children  2009)(Verbakel  and 
Klaveren 2008)(Browne and Dharssi  2014).  The  last  criticism focuses  on  the  commercialization  of 
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volunteer projects, and authors, such as Browne and Dharssi, argue that the lack of a private sector in 
countries such as Nepal, has resulted in people trying to make money through civil society, by setting 
up an NGO or ‘orphanage’ (Browne and Dharssi 2014).
3.2 Voluntourism and the criticism on development aid
Controversy about voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ is closely related to the discourse about development 
aid and humanitarianism. My case study is, in a sense, a small-scale form of development aid where 
foreign  do-gooders  help  ‘children  in  need’.  For  this  reason  I  will  set  out  the  controversy  about 
development aid and humanitarianism, as this became an important topic in my field work as well. 
Authors of anthropological literature make a distinction between development and humanitarianism. 
Ticktin  argues  that  ‘development  was  initially  about  improving  economic  well-being  through  long-term 
investments in the future, guided by belief in progress',  whereas 'humanitarianism was seen to exist in the 
temporal present, with no pretension to longer-term resolution of inequality' (Ticktin 2014: 281). She describes 
humanitarianism as 'one way to "do good" or to improve aspects of  the human condition by focusing on 
suffering and saving lives in times of crisis or emergency' (Ticktin 2014: 274). She states that the boundaries 
between  both  are  (being)  broken  down,  which  is  also  practically  visible  in  my  case  study. 
‘Orphanages’ are neither just about economic well-being or aid in times of emergency.
There is controversy within both discourses on development and on humanitarianism; some authors 
are against the practice of development aid while others think it is very worthwhile. These opposing 
moralities  also  became  apparent  in  my  field  work.  Ticktin  argues  that  the  beginning  of 
humanitarianism was characterized by a focus on the ‘suffering body’ (Ticktin 2014: 274, 275). Before, 
there was a focus on anthropological difference, but then new forms of media made the suffering body 
hyper visible,  which emphasized the universality of the experience of suffering (Ticktin 2014: 274, 
275). She argues that this hyper visibility of the suffering body resulted in the use of these images for 
claim-making  and  recognition  of  development  aid  (Ticktin  2014:  276).  As  explained  further  in 
subchapter 3.4, the visibility of suffering and its use for claim making remains, also in the setting of 
‘orphanages’.  According to the same author,  after  this  focus on the suffering body,  a  criticism on 
humanitarianism and development  aid  followed in  the  2000s  (Ticktin  2014:  277).  Anthropologists 
started to look at criticisms and unintended consequences of humanitarianism. Similar to discussions 
about voluntourism, critics ponder what the impact is on globalization, politics and local lives (Fisher 
1997: 437). In his criticism on the development industry, Ferguson argues that the development sector 
is  characterized by constant  failure  (Ferguson 1990).  Furthermore,  the  increased development  aid 
resulted in questions about whether humanitarianism is a new form of government, which includes 
Foucault's  discussion of  governmentality and how people are 'governed in which that  exceed the 
state’, and what the ethical considerations are when aid gets involved with business (Ticktin 2014: 281)
(Mosse 2013: 238, 239). This latter controversy was also visible in my field setting, for which I refer the 
reader to subchapter 3.5. Criticisms on voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ are thus reflected in previous 
discussions of development aid and humanitarianism.
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3.3 Moralities of voluntourism and development aid
Together, these controversies are about morality, because it is about how people construct notions of 
whether voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ is good, bad, or anything in between. Betton argues that ‘moral 
life is linked to most social activities, without having either a specific institution to represent it, nor a specific 
instrument  to  implement  it’  (Betton  2001:  10035).  He  states  that  it  is  about  the  experience  of  an 
individual,  which makes it  something that  is  expressed in terms of  norms,  rules,  a  set  of  values, 
feelings  and  ideas  (Betton  2001:  10036).  According  to  Csordas,  moral  systems  vary  according  to 
societies and social groups, and can differ per situation, topic and moment (Csordas 2013: 535). It is 
important  to  thus  emphasize  that  there  are  moralities,  and  not  one  kind  of  morality,  and  that 
viewpoints on voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ differ. My research started from media criticisms on the 
topic, but looks into how moralities of media might differ from those of people in my field setting. I 
will next discuss what the background of the moral discussion about ‘orphanages’ is and then why the 
transformation of charity into business results in controversy.
3.4 The ideal childhood and the commodification of pity
Even though I refer to ‘orphanages’ in this thesis, it has to be noted that this is a complex category. 
Orphanages  are  institutions  that  imply  to  house  children  who  are  orphaned.  Such  children  are 
generally regarded as having no living parents, but use of this category is more complex in practice. 
Orphans are defined by USAID et. al. as children who have lost one or both parents, but research 
reveals that many children in orphanages still  have both living parents,  in the case of Nepal it  is 
estimated that both parents are alive of at least two-thirds of ‘orphans’ (USAID et. al.  2002) (Next 
Generation Nepal 2014). It might be one’s first impulse to dismiss this category as a whole, as such 
children are not ‘true orphans’ in the context of my research. However, my research will show that 
people use the this term strategically, for it is a signifier of suffering. For this reason, and because all 
my respondents used this term, I will continue to use the word ‘orphans’ for children who live in 
‘orphanages’, yet still have parents. I chose to put the word between quotation marks, with which I 
refer to the duality and complexity of this category.
By definition, being subject to the category of ‘orphans’ implies a transformation: children are not born 
into ‘orphanages’,  and are thus moved from a specific context into the context of an ‘orphanage’. 
Western media criticize this transformation and thereby the ‘orphanage’. A number of organizations, 
Save the Children among others, run campaigns that specifically advocate against institutional care of 
children in ‘developing countries’ (Save the Children 2009). Reas argues that ‘orphans’ are seen as a 
particularly vulnerable group of children. She is concerned that children do not live with their families 
and do not get crucial attention, love and care in an ‘orphanage’ (Save the Children 2009: 6)(Reas 2013: 
124).  My  research  concentrates  on  ‘orphanages’  where  international  volunteers  work,  looking  at 
concerns  that  ‘amateur’  volunteers  lack  the  experience  and  knowledge  to  needed  to  work  with 
‘vulnerable children’ (Child Safe Movement 2014)(Better Care Network Netherlands 2015). In order 
understand the  backgrounds  of  these  criticisms,  I  will  now address  how the  notion  of  the  ideal 
childhood is constructed within different contexts.
In  line  with  White,  I  distinguish between children and childhood,  as  this  is  a  shifting and often 
contested set of ideas (White 2012: 81). I will also consider childhood in relation to other dimensions of 
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social differentiation which intersect them, such as class, gender, ethnicity. Plus I consider the agency 
of children, who are able to influence their own lives and the society around them (White 2012: 81). 
Panter-Brick shows how anthropologists have had difficulties defining the home, family and a ‘normal 
childhood’, because these concepts differ across cultures (Panter-Brick 2002: 150). I will use Baxter’s 
definition of childhood, who defines childhood as ‘a sociocultural construct that is shaped and formed 
around the ontological development of human beings. Specific biological changes occur as individual humans 
mature,  but  the  meaning,  definitions,  and  ideals  imposed  on  these  changes  are  arbitrary  and  vary  cross-
culturally’  (Baxter  2008:  161).  In  this  definition,  there  can  be  different  interpretations  of  an  ‘ideal 
childhood’. The idealized ‘western’ view of childhood is a life stage filled with play, school, friends 
and family, according to Korbin. This concept is in stark contrast with the reality of children who live 
in famine, war-torn societies and are plagued by diseases (Korbin 2003: 2003: 431). Baxter adds that in 
the ‘western’ definitions of childhood, children are associated with dependence and innocence and are 
in a time of learning and training in preparation for adulthood. During this period, they should be 
cared for and controlled (Baxter 2008: 161). 
It  then  becomes  apparent  that  media  and  NGO  criticisms  on  ‘orphanages’  are  grounded  in  the 
‘western’ concept of the ‘normal’ or ‘ideal’ childhood: advocating against ‘orphanages’ makes sense if 
the ideal is to have a child living with her or his family. Becoming subject to the category of ‘orphans’ 
implies an exodus from the family, which distresses the core of the ‘western’ ideal. Anthropology of 
children has a long historic habit of comparing children worldwide with (modern) western middle 
class children (White 2012: 82). Balagopalan argues that children in ‘developing countries’ cannot be 
compared to western middle class children,  as they do not get comparable education and similar 
material prosperity. They have to work hard in order to survive (Abreu 2013: 61). But Abreu criticizes 
the idea that these two groups cannot be compared, as children in ‘third world countries’ are both 
ideologically and materially influenced by modernity (Abreu 2013: 61). This reminds me to emphasize 
that it is important to recognize that the different concepts of childhood and how they influence each 
other, overlap and are sometimes similar among individuals. However, it is productive to look at the 
differences  between  ‘ideals’  because  it  gives  insight  into  the  principles  behind  criticisms  on  and 
discussions about voluntourism in ‘orphanages’.
The discourse about child labor has a central place within the discussions about the definition and 
comparison of the ‘ideal childhood’. Child labor is by some considered to be reprehensible, but by 
others  as  necessary  or  valuable.  White  argues  that  ‘child  labor’  has  become a  loaded term,  with 
connotations of harm to children, while children in both the richest and poorest countries do work 
(White 2012: 83). He argues that some work children do is harmless, other beneficial whereas some is 
extremely  harmful  (White  2012:  83).  For  the  above  reasons,  I  will  also  look  at  child  labor  as  a 
sociological  phenomenon,  and not  a  ‘social  problem’.  Nieuwenhuys  argues  that  ‘modern  society’ 
started to set children apart ideologically at one point, as a category of people who are excluded from 
the production of  value (Nieuwenhuys 1996:  237).  Child labor was increasingly seen as a  sign of 
underdevelopment, whereas its absence was seen as a yardstick of modernity  (Nieuwenhuys 1996: 
237). Such rejection of child labor is based on the previously discussed ‘western’ ideal of childhood: a 
child  should  go  to  school,  be  dependent  and  passive  and  not  an  agent  who  undertakes  work 
(Nieuwenhuys 1996: 238, 244). But as she shows, whilst ‘western’ society condemns child labor, others 
value  the  capacity  of  children  to  act  upon  their  environment  by  undertaking  valuable  work 
(Nieuwenhuys 1996: 238). In this view, work offers children self-respect, empowerment of families and 
opportunities  for  development,  especially  in  countries  where  the  state  is  unable  to  provide  the 
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necessary institutions to support development of children (Nieuwenhuys 1996: 247). This discussion 
shows that although some reject child labor, others emphasize the qualities and value of the child in 
the context of child labor. This proves to be a background of the discussions about voluntourism in 
‘orphanages’: some perceive the transition of a child from the family into the category of ‘orphan’ as 
something that means begetting new qualities,  whereas others see it  as resulting in a ‘vulnerable’ 
status (Reas 2013: 124). 
If we aim to understand children in terms of how their ‘qualities’ might be regarded, it is useful to first 
look at their qualities within their family. Lancy argues that in a family, children might be valued for 
the emotional rewards parents experience, children’s ability to help in the house, economic support 
today and the social security they might later provide for aging parents (Lancy 2015: 3). In contrast, 
my thesis will show that an ‘orphanage’ provides children with different ‘qualities’: they are able to 
attend (a good) school, live in a city with future job opportunities, come in contact with volunteering 
foreigners  who  provide  them  with  English  lessons,  different  modern  habits  and  a  wealthy 
environment to live in. If we refer back to Nieuwenhuys, these are regarded as qualities of a ‘modern 
society’, in which the economic value of children plays a less important role. However, as Ferguson 
shows, these are mental constructs more than practical reality: there is no such thing as a traditional 
society, modern society or a linear development towards modernity (Ferguson 1999). My research, for 
example, similarly shows that children can both be valued for their production of economic value for 
the family and go to school at the same time. To sum up, what this shows is that where for some 
moving into an ‘orphanage’ means a new, vulnerable status, for others it means children are acquiring 
new valuable qualities, such as contact with volunteers.
Another quality a child ‘acquires’ through the transformation from a child in a family towards a child 
in an ‘orphanage’, is a particular economic value. A value different from the kind created through 
child labor. NGOs, such as Next Generation Nepal, argue that parents of ‘orphans’ are ‘tricked’ by 
human traffickers  into  sending  their  children  to  an  orphanage,  where  in  reality  these  traffickers, 
volunteer  organizations  and  orphanage  owners  ‘exploit’  these  children  to  make  money  (Next 
Generation Nepal 2015). NGO Next Generation Nepal writes that ‘setting up an ‘orphanage’ is easy for 
the traffickers: children are readily available from poor, uneducated families who do not understand where their 
children are going and would do anything to offer them a better future. “Orphanages’ have become lucrative, 
profit-making  businesses  to  meet  the  needs  of  volunteers—and  not  the  needs  of  the  children!”’  (Next 
Generation Nepal 2015). This criticism differs from the ones about the ideal childhood. It is about 
creation  of  economic  value  through  representation.  Reas  argues  that  NGOs  and  volunteer 
organizations intentionally market images of happy-looking volunteers together with ‘poor’-looking 
children in  order  to  authenticate  the  ‘doing good’.  Such representations  make the  poverty  of  the 
children a marketable resource - the poorer and needier a child appears, the more marketable to rich 
foreigners who want to help (Reas 2013: 131, 132). Kleinman and Kleinman argue that suffering has 
increasingly  become a  way to  mobilize  sentiment  and collective  action,  but  that  this  potential  is 
increasingly  being exploited for  gaining market  share  (Kleinman & Kleinman 1997:  1).  With this, 
suffering as an experience is being used as a commodity and the cultural representation of suffering 
remakes  and  distorts  experience  this  way  (Kleinman  &  Kleinman  1997:  2).  They  argue  that 
organizations, in my case volunteer organizations, use the capacity of images of suffering and pity to 
get global attention and spark action, then profit economically from this at the same time (Kleinman & 
Kleinman 1997: 4). Sharp argues that when ‘western’ media reduce images of ‘vulnerable’ people to 
objects of pity, not just a process of objectification takes place, but commodification as well, because it 
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makes these people object of economic value (Sharp 2000: 293). It can be said that a similar process 
takes place in the transformation of a child into an ‘orphan’: the child becomes commodified when 
they are represented as pitiable for economic gain. 
This  latter  argument  also  explains  the  use  of  the  category  of  ‘orphan’,  for  children  who are  not 
orphaned. In the beginning of this chapter I mentioned that use of this representation is calculated. 
Research mentions little about the specific category of ‘orphans’, but I can extrapolate this argument 
by extending the discussion about ‘street children’ to the group of ‘orphans’. ‘Street children’, just like 
‘orphans’, are a group of children that are considered to be vulnerable and without the care of family 
(Panter-Brick  2002:  147,  148).  Panter-Brick  argues  that  the  term  ‘street  children’  is  stigmatizing, 
obscures the heterogeneity of these children and (similarly) imbued with pitying connotations (Panter-
Brick 2002: 149). She claims that the term ‘street children’ is a construct that reflects social and political 
agendas, especially as the term does not do justice to the diverse and dynamic lives of the regarding 
children  (Panter-Brick  2002:  149).  Furthermore,  the  category  is  used  by  welfare  agencies,  who 
exaggerate the numbers of ‘street children’ or use broad definitions to emphasize the need of the 
agency’s work (Panter-Brick 2002: 153). I believe that this argument can be extended to the discussion 
about ‘orphans’: because this category similarly imbues a connotation with pity. These children do 
have parents, and their representation as ‘orphans’ sets in motion the process of commodification, 
which leads to profit for those who have control over the resource that is these children.
The argument on commodification reveals a second underpinning for criticism on voluntourism in 
‘orphanages’: ‘orphanages’ where volunteers work do not only clash with the ‘western’ concept of the 
‘ideal  childhood’,  but  also  conflict  with  the  denunciation  of  children  as  producers  or  carriers  of 
economic value. My research findings will show that others do not always agree with these: to them, it 
is acceptable to value a child differently from just its emotional value. They see that conversion into 
the category of ‘orphan’ brings different (desirable) qualities to a child.
3.5 Charity as a business
The second transformation is that of charity blending with business, which brings its own controversy. 
In this paragraph, I will describe why there is controversy about the two apparent opposites: business 
and charity. Indeed, most volunteer organizations in SCC refer to their work as charity (Podvolunteer 
2013)(GVI  2014).  Donati  argues  that  charity  was  originally  defined as  ‘freely  giving’,  but  that  in 
‘modern society’ ‘the free gift is one of the rarest events in human life’ (Donati 2003: 244). People expect 
others to have some sort agenda for giving and expect a form of exchange (Donati 2003: 244). Mauss 
already emphasized how gift giving is a form of (social) reciprocity or exchange, and is a process that 
integrates society (Mauss 1924). However, Donati argues that whereas in the ‘pre-modern societies’ 
giving always had to be seen in terms of an underlying structure of exchange, in the ‘modern mind’, 
truly gratuitous giving allows for no exchange (Donati 2003: 245). 
Free  labor  (meaning  absence  of  salary)  in  the  case  of  voluntourism  would  be  a  gift  to  the 
‘voluntoured’. Such giving is for a greater good: helping other people who are in a ‘lesser position’ 
than the volunteer, which returns us to the discussion about the representing children as ‘suffering’. 
Furthermore, Emond argues that volunteers who work with children respond to the ideal of ‘saving’ 
children who are in need of rescue of outside ‘experts’. This being a notion of a white man/woman’s 
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burden (Emond 2009: 413): volunteers see images of children in distress and feel the urge to help. 
Kleinman and Kleinman argue that images of affliction have two important effects. First, ’suffering 
children’ are depicted isolated from people who intervene, which conjures up the idea of no help 
being offered locally (Kleinman & Kleinman 1997: 8). Second, it makes viewers of images of suffering 
feel as if their society has a higher moral status, and that they are thereby the ones in the capacity to 
help (Kleinman & Kleinman 1997: 9). Moreover, Ticktin argues that humanitarians do indeed have 
more  incentives  to  help,  incentives  which  exceed  the  idea  of  the  ‘free  gift’:  she  states  that 
humanitarians do not just want to save or improve lives, but also help themselves and their careers 
(Ticktin 2014: 279). This contradicts Donati’s idea that in ‘modern society’ gratuitousness allows for no 
exchange; for humanitarians, personal gain can go together with selfless willingness to help. Reas 
argues that individuals want to volunteer their labor, because they want to commit to a worthwhile 
case, have new experiences, improve skills for future employment prospects and leave behind stresses 
of work (Reas 2013: 128). These arguments shows that volunteers’ ‘help’ can be two things at the same 
time: an altruistic gift and a self-serving way to improve.
Mosse maintains that the entanglement of business and charity is increasingly being researched in 
anthropology:  this  discourse  revolves  around  aspects  like  corporate  responsibility,  how  aid  and 
business can merge together and the ethical questions that inevitably arise (Mosse 2013: 238, 239). The 
merging of aid and business is particularly relevant to my research so I will examine the blending of 
the two and differences between them. The absence of a monetary return is inherent to the definition 
of charity (Donati 2003: 244). In contrast, business is essentially about economic exchange. I already 
noted how media  find fault  with  ‘orphanages’  sometimes being used as  businesses  in  which the 
poverty  and  suffering  of  ‘poor  children’  is  commodified,  resulting  in  profit  for  the  owners  and 
volunteer organizations (Browne and Dharssi 2014)(Reas 2013: 131, 132). Something similar could be 
observed in my field work, as volunteer organizations presented the children as vulnerable ‘orphans’ 
or  ‘street  children’,  which  attracts  volunteers  and  their  money.  This  contradicting  definition  of 
business and charity can be the underpinning of the criticism: business takes away the ‘gratuitousness’ 
of charity. Charity is ‘supposed’ to be without a monetary exchange, yet now it becomes involved with 
business, as volunteers pay volunteer organizations and ‘orphanages’, who end up making a lot of 
money from the volunteer sector.  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4. Views on voluntourism and the roles 
of ‘orphanages’: the findings 
4.1 An elevation of status: points of view of children and their parents
To shed light on the views of children and their parents on voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ and on what 
they regard as the roles of ‘orphanages’, I first need to explain something about their background. It is 
necessary to clarify what ‘qualities’ these children had in their former living environment, what the 
‘orphanages’ offer them and define the roles of the volunteers. Now I will use a couple of specific 
accounts which show the ‘orphans’ backgrounds and explain how and why these children ended up 
in ‘orphanages’. After that, I will analyze these stories through a theoretical lens.
Backgrounds of ‘orphans’
Just  like all  volunteers  I  encountered did,  I  assumed the children in SCC were either orphans or 
former ‘street children’ when I first started out with my field work. Reason for this is the manner in 
which they are presented by volunteer organizations and the ‘orphanage’ owners. For example, The 
Love Company says on their website that they have ’16 orphan children’ in their ‘orphanage’, and 
Podvolunteer writes on their website that volunteers can work in SCC with street children (The Love 
Company 2015)(Podvolunteer 2013). 
To my surprise, the mother of Abhishek (a 5-year old boy in SCC) visited the center on a weekend day, 
when there were no volunteers. This meant Abhishek was not an orphan and I already knew from the 
caregiver that he was not a former street child. After her first visit, I saw Abhishek’s mother every 
week and learned about their background and why Abhishek ended up in SCC. An interview with her 
can be seen in the film (see still frame 3) in which she talks about her circumstances and her motive to 
bring Abhishek to SCC. I chose to conclude the film with this scene, because it is a very personal 
account which offers insights into her construct of the ‘ideal childhood’ and how she tries to provide 
this  for  her  son.  This  serves  a  strong  counterbalance  to  the  critical  views  on  voluntourism  in 
‘orphanages’, with which the film begins.
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Still frame 3: Interview with the mother of Abhishek (min. 46:09). 
In the film, this woman explains that 
she  comes  from  a  village  far  away 
and  that  her  family  arranged  a 
marriage  for  her  with  her  current 
husband.  They  moved  to  Pokhara, 
and when they had two sons he left 
her,  and her family did not  want to 
take  her  in  anymore,  meaning  she 
had to  take care  of  her  sons  on her 
own.  My  interpreter  explained  that 
this has to do with a taboo in Nepal 
on  women  with  children  who  live 
without  a  husband.  Abhishek’s 
mother  further  explained  that 
normally, the mother takes care of the 
children. If she is unable do this, the 
family helps out. However, the taboo 
on  her  situation  makes  the  family 
unwilling to help out.  To be able  to 
provide  for  basic  needs  for  her  two 
boys,  she  took  on  a  job  as  a 
construction  worker,  which  is 
considered to  be  straining,  low-paid 
manual  labor.  The  burden  of  such 
demanding work, made her unable to 
care  of  her  sons  during  the  day,  so 
Abhishek  either  had  to  stay  home 
alone when she took the smaller son 
with  her  to  work,  or  the  5-year  old 
Abhishek had to take care of his little 
brother during the day. Even though I 
observed  that  it  is  not  unusual  in 
Pokhara  for  children to  take  care  of 
their brothers and sisters, she was not 
at peace with such a situation. Furthermore, it became a problem that her income was not sufficient to 
provide  her  sons  with  proper  food,  clothing and education.  For  this  reason she  decided to  send 
Abhishek to SCC, as this place would be able to offer him such things: good education, clothes and 
food.
The second story is told by the ‘child’ himself, Santos who is now 16. Santos grew up in SCC and later 
in Happy Home Pokhara. SCC found him living on the streets, he is therefore labelled as a ‘former 
street  child’.  I  added  his  story  in  my  film  (see  still  frame  4),  combined  with  images  of  ‘street 
children’ (see still frame 5) because he gives insight into the issues of the ‘street children’ category. 
Note that this is a complex category, as I  already clarified in chapter 3.4:  Panter-Brick argues that 
‘street children’ are not a homogenous category and a group that is difficult to categorize, because the 
lives of such children are very dynamic and differ extensively (Panter-Brick 2002: 149). The group of 
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Still frame 4: Interview with Santos, who lives in Happy Home (min. 
26:05).
Still frame 5: Meeting ‘street children’ in Pokhara (min. 24:48).
‘street children’ in my film explain that they collect garbage, then sell the materials to earn money. In 
contrast to this group, Santos explains that he started out living on the streets with his mother, also 
because his father had abandoned them. Later Santos started to live with a group similar to the one in 
the film. He collected rubbish on a daily basis and started to sniff glue, just like the boys in the film. In 
the footage he emphasizes that it is a good thing that SCC took him in: some of his friends are still on 
the streets, doing the same things, whereas SCC and Happy Home were able to send him to school 
and take ‘good care’ of him. He has lived in both places because SCC cared for him at the time when 
their goal was still to rehabilitate children. Santos could not be sent back to his family, so was instead 
transferred to Happy Home where he could stay permanently. His story is in line with Panter-Brick’s 
argument: his situation as a street child changed a few times: he first was a street child under the care 
of  a  parent,  then lived among friends  and later  got  help  from SCC.  By living in  an ‘orphanage’ 
permanently, Santos status changed from that of a ‘street child’ to that of an ‘orphan’.
He challenged this notion of ‘orphans’ in our conversations as well. At one point, he claimed that 
‘Happy Home is full of orphans. Some children have no parents, so have no father, some have both parents but 
they cannot send them to school or cannot give them good food’. Then he explained that when he uses the 
category ‘orphans’ he means children who have no mother, have lost both parents, or are not under 
the care of a mother. He said ‘If you don’t have a father it doesn’t matter, because the mother can take care of 
the children. A mother loves the children more than a father. The father can get married to another woman and 
leave the children, but mothers can’t do that kind of things.’ This revealed to me that the reason why some 
people in Pokhara call children’s homes ‘orphanages’ and its children ‘orphans’ is because they regard 
children who are  without  care  from their  mother  as  ‘orphans’.  Santos considers  himself  to  be an 
‘orphan’, because his father left their family and his mother’s situation resulted in her being unable to 
take proper care of him. This however is not the only explanation why the category of ‘orphans’ is 
used to describe children who have parents. I aim to explain in subchapter 4.4 that the use of this 
category has more strategic motives.
The children themselves, the caregivers, the parents or ‘orphanage’ owners were the ones who told me 
about the backgrounds of children in ‘orphanages’. Several ‘orphanages’, such as Happy Home and 
the Love Company Orphanage, provide children’s life stories on their websites. Rainbow Children’s 
Home even gave me a brochure for sponsors, which contained the background story of each and every 
child. I often heard comparable stories: children lived in families where the parents could not provide 
them with proper food, clothes and education so they either sent their child to an ‘orphanage’. I also 
learned about children running away from home because they did not like to do domestic chores or 
had  problems  at  home,  such  as  an  alcoholic  parent.  Many  children  lived  on  the  streets  a  phase 
between living with their families and living in an ‘orphanage’. Such ‘street children’ are brought to an 
‘orphanage’ by the police, NGOs such as CWIN or board members of the ‘orphanages’ who encounter 
them. SCC initially tried to find the families of all the children, but it became evident that Nepal’s poor 
infrastructure and mountainous geography mean that finding families and repatriating children is 
near-unworkable.
As it turned out that many children in my research came from far away regions, I chose to actually 
visit one of these areas in order to learn more about the context in which some of these children live 
and opinions of parents on the roles of ‘orphanages’ and voluntourism. I went to several villages in 
the Langtang Valley. I am unable to be specific about which respondent comes from which village as 
they all requested anonymity claiming to fear reactions to their opinions. In these villages, people 
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emphasized that  it  takes  hard work to  survive  and that  children often  have  to  contribute  to  the 
household. They do this by doing domestic chores, by working on the fields and some by even doing 
strenuous work in factories. I argued that there are different kinds of child labor in subchapter 3.4, and 
that there are both beneficial and harmful kinds of children’s work (White 2011: 83). My observations 
support this argument. I chose to include images of working children in my film (see still frame 6) in 
order to illustrate the types of work that some children in this area do. In subchapter 3.4, I also showed 
how child labor is considered to be ‘traditional’, and school very ‘modern’, but parents of children in 
this area explained that such work allowed their children to go to school (Nieuwenhuys 1996: 238, 
244). 
After this scene, I present an interview with an anonymous respondent (see still frame 7), who said he 
lives in a village where numerous people send their children to ‘orphanages’. He claims that people in 
his village send their children to an ‘orphanage’ both because of poverty and because of their desire to 
have their children receive good education. There are affordable schools in such regions, but many 
parents are aware that the education is of a substandard level compared to the better schools in the 
cities. An NGO worker of the Umbrella Foundation, the organization that referred me to this area and 
focuses on ‘vulnerable children’, argued that this is a result of the Millennium Development Goals: 
spreading the reach of education is prioritized, meaning that just setting up schools is incentivized 
whereas the actual quality of education often gets neglected. This NGO worker further stressed that 
the trouble with this Millennium Development Goal is especially visible in Nepal: schools are aplenty, 
yet many parents started looking for private schools and boarding schools because they believe the 
quality of the public schools is too low. Why do people in rural areas find education so important? She 
explained that people want more for their children nowadays than just a life of working the land. In 
subchapter 3.2, I discussed the discourse about and impact of development aid, and my field work in 
this area shows that the aid is negatively received. Development aid made the local schools possible, 
but people choose to send their children to schools in the cities because (perceived) quality of their 
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Still frame 6: Working children in the Langtang Valley (min. 41:07).
own schools is too low (Ticktin 2014: 277). My interviewee explained that parents in his village see 
‘orphanages’ as a good solution to the problem that schools in the cities are expensive: ‘orphanages’ 
provide children with access to good schools, without asking for payment. He says in the film (see still 
frame 7) ‘Sometimes parents cannot pay for a good school, like a boarding school in Kathmandu. But when they 
send their children to an orphanage, their children can get good education, like in a boarding school. This way 
they don’t need to pay, but their children will get that education’.
In this area, I also learned how other aspects of foreign aid are received. I often heard statements that 
large aid organizations for children, such as UNICEF and Save the Children do not do anything of 
worth. For example, my anonymous respondent argued ‘I think they do nothing. They only get the money. 
It doesn’t work like that in Nepal. In Nepal there is everything, to control the corruption, trafficking, everything. 
But it doesn’t work like that’. He argues that technically, there are institutions and laws that are intended 
to prevent this malevolence, but that in practice, very little is done to enforce them. Various NGOs 
confirmed to me that children are trafficked from the Langtang area. This is done by human traffickers 
who try to profit from parents  who want to send their  child to an ‘orphanage’,  so it  can receive 
education  (Next  Generation  Nepal  2014).  For  example,  NGO Next  Generation  Nepal  argues  that 
Maoists previously have and still do trick parents into paying them by promising that they would 
bring their children safely to an ‘orphanage’ and provide education (Next Generation Nepal 2014). 
However, these children actually often end up in the streets or illegal ‘orphanages’ in which they are 
abused (Next Generation Nepal 2014). I was unable to find evidence of this in the context of my own 
research,  whereas  a  number  of  parents  in  the  Langtang  Valley  denounced  such  notions.  They 
conversely argued that this is a lie made by American organizations who reject Maoist parties. They 
argue that  Maoists  are not  a  criminal  organization,  but  instead people who try to evoke positive 
change in a country with many difficulties. This shows how the development discourse is contested 
and rejected in the context of this area as well (Fisher 1997: 437).
In the following paragraph I aim to look at how this transformation into the category of ‘orphans’ 
results in new ‘qualities’, compared to children who live within their families.
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Still frame 7: Interview 
with an anonymous 
respondent in the 
Langtang Valley, about 
parents who send a child 
to an ‘orphanages’ (min. 
41:22).
The transformation into the category of ‘orphans’
Authors argue that children who live within a family are valued for their emotional rewards, help in 
the house, contribution to the income through child labor and/or (future old age) social security for 
their  families  (Lancy  2015:  3)(Nieuwenhuys  1995:  238).  My  research  among  parents  of  ‘orphans’ 
reflects this, i.e. many children in the Langtang area work and are indeed considered future social 
security.  However,  these  ‘qualities’  change  when they  transform into  the  category  of  ‘orphans’.  I 
learned from several respondents that family is critical for social and civil matters in Nepal: they are 
crucial  in  choosing/arranging  a  marriage  partner,  provide  the  child  with  citizenship  and  key  to 
finding employment. Yet apparently, the ‘orphanage’ offers the children and parents other ‘qualities’ 
that are valued enough to induce them to send a child away from its family and into an ‘orphanage’.
A significant advantageous quality received at an ‘orphanage’ is the opportunity for their children to 
go to a good school, as expressed before by the mother of Abhishek, by Santos and by parents from 
Langtang. Abhishek’s mother was unable pay for her son’s education. Santos lived on the streets. 
Parents in the Langtang area want better schooling and better professions for their children than they 
can get  at  home. Furthermore,  Abhishek’s mother and Santos underlined another quality:  that  an 
‘orphanage’ gives access to a materially wealthy environment, in which children get good food and 
clothes. For Santos it was also a way to get out of a detrimental environment: when he lived on the 
streets he did not eat properly and was addicted. 
Involvement of foreign volunteers in ‘orphanages’ plays an important role in this. Many children in 
SCC, other children in ‘orphanages’ and Santos all told me that they like that volunteers play with 
them, buy them things, help with their homework and teach them about other cultures and different 
habits. I was able to back this by observations: especially the younger children were happy to see 
volunteers, loved their attention and asked them to play with them or help with their homework. 
Some  formed  friendships  with  specific  volunteers,  and  even  kept  email  contact  after  they  left.  I 
visualized this continued contact by adding a scene to the film (see still frame 8) in which children 
send e-mails to volunteers.
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Still frame 8: Children from SCC email with volunteers (min. 36:29).
In the final scene of my film, Abhishek’s mother goes as far to say that she knew that Abhishek would 
have a good future when she heard that foreign volunteer work in SCC. To her, foreign volunteers are 
a sign that an ‘orphanage’ has plenty of money. In her eyes, this money enables the most important 
advantages  of  ‘orphanages’:  private  schools,  expensive  uniforms,  good  food  and  clothing.  My 
anonymous respondent from the Langtang Valley even argues on film (see still frame 7) that people 
send their children to ‘orphanages’ because they have faith that foreign people will help their child. 
He states that many people discern that when foreign volunteers work in an ‘orphanage’, this means 
that the situation of the children there is much better: they get better food, clothes, care and education 
then children in ‘orphanages’ without volunteers. In short, a child having contact with volunteers has 
become an important  new ‘quality’  in  the  eyes  of  the  parents,  together  with material  well-being, 
education,  ‘modern’  habits  they  learn  from volunteers  and improved ability  in  English  that  they 
believe ‘orphanages’ bring.
Do these expectations from parents align with reality in ‘orphanages’? They do in many cases that I 
got to observe in SCC and other ‘orphanages’. Volunteers do indeed (indirectly) pay for an education 
which is more expensive than the ones from public schools in villages. The conversational level of 
English is high because of ongoing contact with volunteers. Further donations result in nice clothes 
and good food. The relative wealth of SCC is presented in my film. Examples would be the scene in 
which the children get new uniforms bought with donated money (see still frame 9) or the one where 
the children play with expensive toys (see still frame 2). These scenes also show how children relate to 
such gifts from volunteers: some do not know who payed for these things and it furthermore exhibits 
that gifts have become customary. I noticed that SCC children also lacked an understanding of the 
value of these gifts, for example they would destroy quite a few, and joked to me that they knew they 
would soon get new ones from volunteers. On one hand, this is understandable: they have grown 
accustomed to material things coming their way without any visible effort. This is the reason that the 
anonymous interviewee in my film argues that material wealth is a misguided reason to send a child 
to an ‘orphanage’ and can result in problems when they grow up. Due to my own ‘wealthy’ Dutch 
background, I was initially heedless of the value of such gifts in the context of Nepal. For example, the 
children had a tv, but a shoddy old one in my paradigm. I only later gained this understanding, when 
a Nepali  friend in Pokhara watched some of my footage with me and pointed out that it  is  very 
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Still frame 9: 
Children from 
SCC are in a shop 
to buy new 
uniforms (min. 
01:25).
unusual for children in Nepal to own a television set, bikes or games such as badminton. She made a 
point that Nepal has a tenacious caste and class system and that only children from higher castes or 
wealthier classes have access to such things. 
Parents  also  expressed  their  belief  that  ‘orphanages’  will  give  their  child  ‘a  better  future’.  The 
‘orphanages’  I  researched have been founded relatively  recently,  so  there  were  no adult  ‘alumni’ 
whose success and happiness in life I could gauge. However, ‘orphanage’ owners and employees did 
tell me that there is a plan to send children to vocational schools, higher education or help them to 
find jobs. Here, the role of volunteers is important once more: I  learned that the ‘orphanages’ are 
planning on asking previous volunteers for higher education donations when the children grow old. 
Santos is almost 18 years old, and they indeed aspire to arrange a job or provide him with higher 
education. Some parents will try to combine both kinds ‘qualities’ of their children: they will try to 
give  their  child  a  future  in  which  they can value  the  child  for  the  emotional  rewards,  economic 
contribution to the household and future social security, and at the same time expose their children to 
the ‘qualities’ they can acquire in an ‘orphanage’. A number of parents in the Langtang Valley namely 
told me that they hope that the children will one day return to the family and bring money. However, 
as voluntourism in ‘orphanages’ in Pokhara is a recent trend, there is not much evidence to uphold or 
disprove their  belief.  Still,  the main reward for  the parents  seems to be the knowledge that  their 
children will have a good future and more opportunities in life.
Unfortunately  voluntourism  does  not  only  bring  positive  rewards  for  the  children.  Parents  may 
indeed regard the ‘orphanage’ as a way to an alternative ‘ideal childhood’ for their children, news 
media strongly express their view of the ‘orphanage’ as a negative contribution to childhoods, instead 
of an ‘elevation of status’. During my field work in SCC, I did undoubtedly observe adverse effects on 
the  children:  some badly  missed their  parents:  during  my stay  one  boy even moved back  home 
because he missed his parents too much. Furthermore, it  sometimes seemed hard for them to say 
goodbye to many, always momentary, volunteers. Some children even behaved sarcastically towards 
volunteers  because  of  this.  This  can  be  seen  as  a  symptom  of  the  ‘attachment  problems’  that 
voluntourism  in  ‘orphanages’  induces,  according  to  critics  (Conference  Better  Care  Network 
Nederland et. al. 2014). In contrast, Santos downplayed the affect of such moments in our interview: 
’It is not sad to say goodbye all the time. It is like a habit. We are used to them [volunteers] coming and going, 
and we are used to managing our feelings. We don’t have much feelings about it, the feelings become different. 
We don’t get feelings about every volunteer’.
Abhishek’s mother concurred with the media criticism that children should ideally grow up with their 
parents.  At one point (also shown in the film) she says:  ‘If  I  could have provided him [her son] with 
education  I  would  have  kept  him with  me’.  Verbakel  and Klaveren  already argue  that  donations  for 
‘orphanages’ are better spent on rural education, so children do not end up in ‘orphanages’ in the first 
place (Verbakel and Klaveren 2008). The crucial question then, is whether there truly were alternatives 
for mothers like Abhishek’s, at the time that they made their decision. According to Ram Chandra, the 
founder of NGO Children Nepal, which advocates for the situation of ‘vulnerable children’ in Nepal, 
alternatives are currently few and far away, simply because viable ones have not been established yet. 
He advocates bringing about a foster care system in Nepal and investment in families so they can 
afford to send their children to a good school.  In my film (see still  frame 10) he explains that his 
organization operated an ‘orphanage’ once, but at one point discovered that the expenditure for one 
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child in that ‘orphanage’ would be enough to support its whole family. They acted on this realization 
by introducing a system that provides for families as an alternative to care in ‘orphanages’. 
To summarize, contact with volunteers became a valued ‘quality’ of children as they transform into 
the  category  of  ‘orphans’.  The  ‘orphanage’  offers  an  alternative  ‘ideal  childhood’,  in  which  the 
emotional rewards of family or economic contribution to the household are put to the background, 
whereas  the  value  of  material  wealth  and  contact  with  volunteers  is  accentuated.  Exposure  to 
volunteers gives the child access to quality education, a competence in the English language which is 
expected to help it find jobs in the future, better food and clothes, and the contact with volunteers - 
something  Bourdieu  calls  acquisition  of  ‘social  capital’  (Bourdieu  1986).  Note  that  these  different 
ideals and qualities do not exclude each other per se and are sometimes even combined. Finally, the 
‘ideal’ of the ‘orphanage’ is also contested: children are not always happy in an ‘orphanage’.
4.2 Earning an income and helping others: opinions of ‘orphanage’ 
employees 
‘Orphanage’ employees are staff that work for ‘orphanage’ owners and receive salary for their work. 
These are people who take care of the children: some just come to an ‘orphanage’ to cook or clean, and 
others live in an ‘orphanage’ to take care of the children full-time. SCC only has one employee, Bishnu, 
who is called ‘ama’ (mother) by both children and volunteers. This title befits her, as she takes care of 
the children full-time, is really close with all of them and stays in touch with all the children that now 
live someplace else, such as Santos. Just like a regular Nepali mother, she cooks food for the children, 
cleans the house and looks after them when they get back home from school. A contrasting example is 
Rainbow Children’s  Home:  it  has several  caregivers,  who rotate  and/or have specific tasks.  Such 
caregivers are generally women, but can be male, such as Sanjit who works in Happy Home Pokhara. 
Board members are mainly concerned with managing strategic matters of the ‘orphanage’ and bigger 
decisions about the children, but many also practically support the caregivers with everything from 
doing groceries to arranging school applications.
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Still frame 10: Interview with Ram Chandra, founder of NGO 
Children Nepal (44:40).
During my field work I have spent a lot of time with Bishnu, who candidly told me that she decided to 
work in SCC because she was in a difficult situation herself. Bishnu is from the Gurkha area, far away 
from Pokhara. She got married and eventually became pregnant with a daughter, Asmita. Sadly, she 
had to endure an abusive husband and at one point decided to leave him. She and her daughter went 
back to her parents, but (because of the taboo on divorce and single motherhood) was asked to leave. 
Bishnu and Asmita (who was six years by then) chose to move to Pokhara. She took on the job at SCC 
(it was still a street children center at that time), in order to earn money for sending Asmita to school. 
She believes this job ‘saved’ her: it helped her, a single woman in Nepal, to an income and allowed her 
to send her daughter to school. 
As she emphasizes in the film (see still frame 11), she sees SCC as neither an orphanage or a street 
children center. For her, it is a place that gives a chance to people who are in ‘desperate need’. Similar 
stories were told by employees of other ‘orphanages’: they were in a difficult situation and needed a 
job. It would seem that in Nepal, people who gravitate towards such work are ones who know the 
woes of being socially rejected and destitute. For such ‘orphanage’ staff, their work is a way to both 
help other people who are in need and earn a stable income for themselves and their family.
When  I  asked  who  these  children  ‘in  desperate  need’  are,  ‘orphanage’  personnel  specifically 
mentioned ‘street children’. They are a group of ‘vulnerable children’ that is very visible and people 
thus feel the need to help them. In the film Bishnu mentions that all of the children in SCC in fact have 
parents, but that they are in a situation in which ‘there is nothing they [the parents] can do, even if they 
[children] have parents’. Meaning it is about helping children ‘in need’, regardless of their background. 
Bishnu told me the story of one specific child, that she defines as a ‘child in need’. She told me:
‘There was a two year old boy, named Bikash. His mom died, and he was taken from the streets of Prithvi Chowk 
by a lady during the month of Poush [december] and brought to us at six in the evening. The mother and the 
child were found in a very sickly condition. A women’s organization took the mother to Manipal hospital and the 
child was brought to us here. The mom died in the hospital. The child was very fair looking but the dirt that came 
of his body when I washed him was pure black, as if he was rolled up in petrol and mud. When the kid was put 
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Still frame 11: 
Interview with 
Bishnu, who is the 
caregiver in SCC 
(min. 10:40).
on the floor, lice would crawl off his body. I let him sleep alone. The next day when I woke up, the first thing I did 
was boil water, cut his hair and give him a shower.’
To Bishnu, this story represents the importance of her work and of institutions like SCC. Such stories 
make clear this is not just a job for her, but a calling: a way to help others in need. Interestingly, she 
does not define her work as ‘charity’, because she gets paid. This is in line with Donati’s argument, 
who states that charity implies the absence of a monetary return (Donati 2003: 245). She thinks her 
work in SCC is both: a way to get an income and a way to ‘give back’. However, for others like Sanjit, 
the income was the most important motivation to work in an ‘orphanage’, he even told me ‘We started 
working with volunteers because we needed money. Volunteers gave me a job and income’.
This  made me curious about  if  there  are  also  Nepali  volunteers  in  these  ‘orphanages’  and about 
getting a deeper understanding of what their concept of charity is. An essential finding here is that 
absolutely  no ‘orphanages’  I  visited had ever  had even a  single  Nepali  volunteer.  The paradigm 
‘orphanage’ staff have is that it is good to help, but that you can or even should be rewarded by 
getting a salary. They told me they see volunteer work as something that foreigners do: because they 
have the money and leisurely time for it. For them, being in the position to ‘work for free’  it is an 
attribute of ‘higher class and caste’. Krishna, founder of the Love Company Orphanage revealed his 
disappointment in domestic charity in Nepal. He told me that the concept of charity does not exist 
among the Nepali rich: the only time they donate money is for religious things or in highly visible 
cases, to boost their social status. The above viewpoints suggest that for these people, charity does not 
only mean the absence of monetary return, but also implies a certain (high) class or caste.
To dig deeper, I asked these employees why they think volunteers want to do volunteer work in their 
‘orphanages’.  Surprisingly,  most  employees  thought,  in  line  with  Donati,  that  ‘free  gifts’  are  rare 
(Donati 2003: 244). They expected that the work experience would be used in volunteers’ résumés, that 
they would get a certificate or were obligated to do this as part of their education. Some stated that 
they believe volunteers truly want to help because they had heard that children in Nepal are in a 
difficult situation, but that volunteers still expect to get something in return. Inquiring in motivations 
is rare, as most employees (including SCC ‘mother’ Bishnu) are far from being proficient enough in 
English  to  converse  about  such  abstract  notions,  whereas  volunteers  are  rarely  better  in  Nepali. 
Another result of this language barrier is that employees, such as Bishnu, are not able to effectively 
instruct volunteers, relying on the board members who are not always present for translation.
Overall,  the staff expressed mixed feelings about voluntourism. Bishnu told me that she likes that 
volunteers help children with homework and play with them. She also explained that she likes how 
volunteers teach children ‘good habits’ and English. Tacitly,  I observed frustration in her when there 
were volunteers in SCC who did not help or handle the children properly. For example, Bishnu was 
quietly  displeased  when volunteers  would  only  give  attention  to  one  or  a  few children,  thereby 
excluding other children from play. Or in cases when a volunteer would sit back and not help with 
homework or would not intervene when children started to fight. When asked explicitly, ‘orphanage’ 
employees  emphasized  to  me  how  happy  they  were  with  volunteers.  Perhaps  they  did  not  feel 
comfortable enough to express any frustrations to me, as I had built up far less rapport with them than 
with Bishnu.
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‘Orphanage’ employees’ paradigms show that they believe the role of ‘orphanages’ is to broadly help 
children in need. They neither define an ‘orphanage’ as a place for orphans or street children, but as a 
home to anyone who would have a better life in an ‘orphanage’ or comes from a troubled background. 
Most see their work as a combination of ‘charity’ and labor, as they get paid for doing good. This 
relates to the idea that unpaid work is something foreigners do as Nepali people need to spend most 
of their time on earning income. They show mixed feelings about voluntourism. On one hand, the say 
that volunteers make a big difference in their ‘orphanages’, but on the other hand, it would seem they 
are well aware that not all volunteers are equally suitable for ‘orphanage’ work.
4.3 A once in a lifetime experience: points of view of volunteers
Even though I agree with Mostafanezhad that volunteers often are from western countries, go to 
'developing countries', are mainly females and between 20 and 30 years old, my research quickly 
showed me that you cannot generalize about volunteers (Mostafanezhad 2013: 319). One extreme 
would be someone like Emily, a volunteer from the UK whose only travel experience before Nepal 
was visiting France. Everything about Pokhara and her volunteering experience was new and 
overwhelming to her. A polar opposite example would be Catherine and Robyn: two volunteers who 
are professional teachers and have extensive experience in volunteer work. The majority of volunteers 
I met was from a wide range of ‘western countries’ like UK, Australia and the USA, with a small 
number of well-off volunteers from 'non-western' countries such as China and Korea. My film 
highlights volunteering motivations of two people. First of Sophie, a 27 year old from the UK. In my 
film she fluently articulates why she wanted to volunteer:
“I decided to volunteer because I don’t know where I’m going with my life. It was just a chance. As much as, I 
wanted to see another part of the world and another way of living, to do something completely different then I’ve 
grown up with. So it was just the intrigue of different countries and also to actually do something.. it is a bit of a 
contradiction.. to work with less fortunate people, (…) I think because you are so focused on yourself.. (…) to like 
get a new perspective and how you think of others.. But then to completely contradict that, another reason I went 
was exactly for me, it sounds like a cliche but to find yourself and try to figure out things and to get a new 
perspective and also I really knew what I was doing. Back at home, I think since graduation, what was about 5, 6 
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Still frame 12: Sophie, a volunteer from the UK, 
explains why she decided to volunteer (min. 13:54).
Still frame 13: Hilary, a Swiss volunteer, explains why she decided to 
volunteer (min. 14:53).
years ago from now, I have not had one job I liked, not felt I was going into the right direction, driving towards 
something, and I had enough. And that was a reason to take a break from it all….” (see still frame 12)
A very different motivation comes from Hilary, a 52 year old teacher who lives in Switzerland. She 
discloses in my film:
“For	  me	  volunteering	  was	  the	  option	  where	  to	  offer	  my	  skills	  that	  I	  have,	  like	  teaching,	  to	  a	  less	  fortunate	  
community	  than	  the	  one	  that	  I	  have	  in	  Switzerland,	  that	  was	  basically	  it.	  I’m	  very	  lucky	  to	  have	  this	  8	  week	  
period,	  so	  I	  looked	  around	  and	  thought	  where	  do	  I	  like	  to	  go,	  and	  Nepal	  was	  the	  place	  that	  I	  chose.	  I	  have	  also	  
done	  something	  similar	  in	  Mongolia,	  where	  I	  think	  you	  get	  to	  see	  the	  real	  sides	  of	  life	  and	  from	  that	  I	  think	  it	  
makes	  you	  much	  more	  appreciative	  and	  how	  lucky	  we	  all	  are.	  And	  I	  think	  it	  is	  a	  good	  grounding	  experience,	  I	  
think	  everybody	  should	  do	  something	  like	  this..”	  (see	  still	  frame	  13)	  
The first volunteer talks more about an ‘experience’. The second wants to use specific skills to help 
children. Main reasons to volunteer, given to me by numerous volunteers I interviewed were: a desire 
to help others who are in a less fortunate position, to share professional skills (such as teaching and 
making art), the idea that volunteering would be fun, to get more work experience, to learn about the 
Nepali culture, or as a way to find themselves. Volunteers also often expressed that they wanted travel 
and adventure, but did not want to go alone. Volunteering seemed a safe and fun way to travel to a 
new country. The reason to work with children mainly comes from the expectation that it would be 
more ‘easy’ and ‘fun’ than working with adults. Some did not specifically intend to volunteer when 
they left, but traveled in a gap year and stumbled upon the opportunity. These gap year students often 
combined volunteering in an ‘orphanage’ with other volunteer work or other activities. The expressed 
desire to help those who are in need is in line with Emond’s argument, who states that volunteers who 
work with children react to the ideal of ‘saving’ children who are in need of rescue by outside ‘experts’ 
(Emond 2009: 413). This relates to the representation of these children as needy ‘orphans’ or ‘street 
children’, which I will discuss further in the following subchapter. 
How do volunteers want to help and what is the ‘gift’ they give to the children? As Donati argues, the 
free gift is extremely rare and there is generally some kind of exchange (Donate 2003: 244). The help 
volunteers offer, the ‘gift’ they give to the children, is mainly their free labor. Volunteers in SCC 
generally prepared something to do with the children, for example a game or brought drawing 
supplies. Furthermore they helped with the homework of the children, as you see repeatedly in the 
film. The gift they tried to give was mostly based on the ‘western idealized childhood’ that Baxter and 
Korbin describe (Baxter 2008: 161)(Korbin 2003: 2003: 431). In subchapter 3.4 I argued that the 
tendency is to compare children worldwide with western middle class children which was visible in 
these ‘gifts’ (Abreu 2013:61)(White 2012: 82). Volunteers pitied that children did not have the same 
toys, facilities and experiences as children ‘at home’. Meaning many volunteers attempted to give the 
children gifts of western toys, books and consumptive and leisurely experiences. For example, 
volunteers would take the children out to eat pizza, get ice cream or a swim in a swimming pool. 
Interestingly, ‘orphanage’ employees did not view such activities as beneficial for the children and 
often tried to convince volunteers to rather take the children hiking in the nature, eat local food with 
them or explain that the children were not allowed or knew how to swim. This shows the different 
notions of the ‘ideal’ childhood, the comparison with western middle class children and volunteers’ 
response to this. An employee from the NGO the Umbrella Foundation also stated that she saw 
volunteers as trying to ‘give’ and help from a western paradigm. She argues that this results in 
problems for the Nepali staff, because caretakers have to work hard to make children unlearn certain 
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habits they picked up from volunteers. I encountered one such a habit divergence in the field, relating 
to the topic of sharing: a Nepali habit is to share food with everyone in your company. Volunteers 
would sometimes eat food by themselves. I observed Bishnu, the mother in SCC, correcting children 
several times and telling them they should share, because they are Nepali. On the other hand, the 
‘orphanages’ adjusted to the habits of volunteers as well. For example, SCC is an ‘orphanage’ where 
they do not practice religion, except during popular Nepali festivals, because the volunteers have 
different religions. Another one is that children speak English amongst each other when there are 
volunteers present.
Another ‘gift’ of the volunteers to the children in ‘orphanages’ is the monetary donation they give, 
which they give via their volunteer organizations or during their work in an ‘orphanage’. This 
donation turned out to be a moot point: some volunteers held the belief that the largest part of their 
payment went directly to the ‘orphanage’, but on their arrival, the ‘orphanage’ employees asked them 
for a donation to the ‘orphanage’ because they were ‘short on money’. Sophie and Hilary both express 
their dismay about this in the film (see still frame 14): they had paid a substantial sum of money and 
expected most of it to flow into the projects in which they worked. Disillusionment came when, 
during volunteering, they could not really see where all that money had gone to. 
In this scene, Hilary explains that she tried to get answers from her volunteer coordinator and looked 
for the information on the website, but that it was very unclear what portion of the money she payed 
went to the projects in which she chose to volunteer. In the beginning of the film (see still frame 17), 
Ramesh  already  mentions  that  only  about  100  euro  per  month  is  donated  by  each  volunteer 
organization  to  SCC,  regardless  of  the  number  of  volunteers  that  month.  This  is  something  the 
volunteers found out during their time in Pokhara as well. Many were truly astounded, because they 
had paid from 590 to 1.450 euro for 4 weeks of volunteering, not including their airfare or other travel 
costs. Figure 1 shows how much volunteer pay to their volunteer organizations to volunteer in SCC, 
what  includes the arrangement  of  the volunteer  placement,  stay in  a  guest  house or  host  family, 
transport towards the project, hotel in Kathmandu, 3 day orientation training and a donation to the 
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Still frame 14: 
Hilary talks about 
the money she 
payed to volunteer 
(min. 19:17).
project. For organization VSN and HAR this includes the food as well, and for all it excludes flight 
tickets, insurance, visa costs and excursions.
Figure 1: Overview of fees that volunteer organizations charge volunteers.
On the other hand, figure 2 shows how much of this money is donated by the volunteer organizations 
to SCC. This information is only based on statements by board members as I was not allowed access to 
financial reports. The amount GVI and POD donate is independent of the numbers of volunteers that 
worked in that month in SCC. POD and GVI also claim to pay for meat and children’s activities, but 
my observations, statements of children and ‘orphanage’ staff revealed that this is either not the case, 
or not consistently the case.
Figure 2: Amounts of money each volunteer organization donates to SCC.
Although  it  is  hard  to  get  a  clear  look  at  the  money  flows  within  the  ‘black  box’  which  is  the 
partnership  of  volunteer  organizations,  NGOs and ‘orphanages’,  we  can  look  at  the  inflows and 
eventual outflows. Assuming a case where each of the four organizations provide 2 volunteers to SCC 
in one month, the gross total income in the chain would be close to 8.000 euro. If we go along with the 
claims from the  board of  directors,  a  bit  less  than 1.100,  around 14%,  eventually  ends  up in  the 
‘orphanage’. Again, these fees are paid by volunteers to organizations who mediate the volunteering 
arrangements, provide very basic accommodation and in some cases food. The volunteers pay for 
their flight, insurance, visa and at least some meals. Despite this being a very rough calculation, the 
friction should be evident. First, there seems to be a chain of middlemen who pocket over 80% of the 
funds. Second, volunteers express both their desire and expectation for most of their money to end up 
with the needy children, which far from happens in practice.
Volunteer 
Organization Volunteer fee for 4 weeks Volunteer fee for 8 weeks
Local Currency Euro Local Currency Euro
GVI 1050 GBP 1450 1450 GBP 2006
VSN 660 USD 590 960 USD 856
POD 1085 1565
HAR 865 1275
Volunteer organization Monthly donation to SCC
Nepali Rupees Euro Equivalent
GVI 12.000 107
VSN 10.000 - 30.000 90 - 270
POD 12.000 107
HAR donate through VSN
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Literally all volunteers I spoke to during my research at one point wanted insight into where their 
money went and became quite disappointed with the answer. They assumed they were volunteering 
for a charity, which they expected to maximize child well-being and not focus on making profit. In 
response, volunteer organizations all legitimized themselves by arguing that they are businesses, like 
a travel agency, and that they never claimed to be non-profit organizations. Volunteers did not agree, 
saying that the way volunteer organizations present themselves is misleading. For example, Sophie 
stated that she chose POD under the assumption that it was a charitable organization, not a profit-
making business. They think that the volunteer organizations lack transparency and misinform 
volunteers by depicting themselves as charitable institutions. The fact that volunteers rejected this 
blending of charity and business is rooted in the concept that charity is that ‘rare free gift’ (Donati 
2003: 244). However, my research shows that what they see as ‘their gift’ is not a free gift either. They 
invariably receive a ‘reward’ for their free labor as well.	  
Ticktin already argued that humanitarians have further incentives for helping that exceed the idea of 
the ‘free gift’: she asserts that humanitarians do not just want to save or improve lives, but also help 
themselves and their careers (Ticktin 2014: 279). In my field work, I observed this as well: both the act 
of volunteering and identifying oneself as an altruist are emotionally rewarding for volunteers. Quite 
a  few of  them described their  stint  to  me as  a  ‘life  changing experience’,  because it  altered their 
perspective on life and because they made lots of new friends, enjoyed their contact with the children 
and had attained work experience that indeed was valuable for their résumés. Many of the perceived 
benefits of volunteering, such as making new friends,  were in fact not part of their experience of 
volunteering in SCC. For many, you could say their volunteering tour was closer to part-time leisure 
than to putting in long hours of grueling work. For example, volunteers from organization GVI would 
volunteer in SCC in the mornings, then volunteer at other organizations after school hours. Other 
‘orphanages’  had similar  structures;  volunteer  time  slots  before  and after  school.  At  other  times, 
volunteers would work in another project, such as a school or a wildlife conservation project, or take 
time off.  The tourist center of Pokhara, called Lakeside, had a lively tourist scene in which many 
volunteers immersed themselves. There were many shops, (alcohol-serving) bars and restaurants, plus 
offerings of all kinds of exploits and excursions. Mosse argues that research about the social workers 
themselves has become increasingly popular and is part of the discourse about ‘the social life of aid-
land’ (Mosse 2013: 235). Most volunteers indeed had an active social life (mainly with other volunteers 
or tourists). Far from being a side-note to helping those in need, this experience of a new social circle, 
in a remarkable far away place was an important reward of volunteer work to many of them.
In addition, I will discuss the opinions of volunteers themselves on voluntourism. As volunteers 
proved to be a very diverse bunch, their opinions of voluntourism varied greatly as well. Some were 
very positive about volunteer work and really felt like they contributed something: for example, 
Catherine, a volunteer from Australia, had the idea that volunteers really contributed to the happiness 
and education of the children in SCC and also saw that their help with chores diminished the 
caregiver’s workload. Other volunteers seemed to be idle and bored at times, and reasserted this 
themselves, by admitting that they at times felt unneeded. Hilary, a volunteer from Switzerland, at one 
point decided to actually stop volunteering in SCC because she felt as not really contributing anything 
worthwhile. She then argued that volunteer work is also about your own experience and that 
volunteering has helped her ‘see the real sides of life’ and that it ‘makes you appreciative of your own 
situation’. Australian volunteer Kaitlin said she thought she did not contribute anything, when 
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reflecting back on her volunteering stint. As elaborated before, some were negative towards the 
business model of voluntourism, and felt like they were cheated with their payments. This 
disillusionment could stem from misaligned expectations: many volunteers expected the time and 
‘expertise’ they put in would be the most important thing the ‘orphanages’ needed, while in reality, 
their financial donations are paramount. A situation that might make volunteers feel like they are 
paying for the privilege of feeling like they are doing worthwhile work for deprived children. In the 
next chapter I will discuss the consequences of such a business model further.
Lastly, the volunteers and I discussed criticism on voluntourism with children in general. Reactions to 
this differed widely as well. Sophie had not really thought about these criticisms before, but started to 
see a point in some of them during her volunteering period. For instance, she also begun to realize 
that she had no experience or formal expertise in working with children. She would even start to 
wonder why almost anyone is allowed to work with ‘vulnerable children’ in Nepal, whereas this is 
impossible in the UK. In contrast, Hilary vetted criticism on the media discussions and deemphasized 
the attachment problems: ’rather than forming long term attachments, children in orphanages get used to a 
variety of people who come and go into their lives, which makes them stronger’. She saw the concept of 
voluntourism as having many benefits in practice: it contributes to the wealth, education and English 
proficiency of the children. Such differing opinions also bring about the subject of responsibility: an 
employee of NGO the Umbrella Foundation argued that it is the responsibility of volunteers to think 
diligently about whether they should do a certain kind of volunteer work. They should ask 
themselves whether they have the proper background, if they would be allowed to do such work at 
home and whether the ‘orphanage’ appears to be well-structured. However, volunteers felt that the 
big responsibility was with volunteer organizations, as volunteers trust them to pick the right projects 
and have criteria for scrutinizing individual volunteers.
In sum, volunteers choose to volunteer in order to both have a positive experience of meeting new 
people and learning new things, combined with helping others: a combination of leisure and altruism. 
They consider ‘orphanages’ to be places in need of their active help, because they house vulnerable 
children. They try to give, by providing free labor and giving donations, but are sometimes 
disappointed in twofold. First, when they find out that only a fraction of their money ends up in the 
respective projects. Second, some volunteers end up feeling their work and time spent did not actually 
contribute much practically. Contrastingly, others do feel they were able to substantially contribute to 
the care and education of children in ‘orphanages’ and to the children's overall happiness.
4.4 Opinions of ‘orphanage’ owners, board members, volunteer 
organizations and neighbors
When using the label ‘orphanage’ owners, I refer to people who founded an ‘orphanage’ or are the 
director  or  proprietor  of  an  ‘orphanage’.  The  governing  structure  resembles  that  of  western 
corporations or nonprofits: a board of directors comprised of several members directs the activities of 
the ‘orphanage’. Most of everyday practical work is then performed by salaried staff. Board members 
usually all  have their  own area of  responsibility,  such as being a health or volunteer coordinator. 
‘Orphanages’ partner with volunteer organizations: agencies that arrange volunteer placements and 
tours.  SCC,  for  example,  collaborates  with  Podvolunteer,  GVI,  HAR  and  VSN  and  only  accepts 
volunteers through these organizations. Rainbow Children’s Home and The Love Company also allow 
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volunteers who come to their ‘orphanage’ individually, on their own accord. First I will discuss how 
these  three  groups  (owners,  board  members  and  volunteer  organizations)  regard  the  roles  of 
‘orphanages’ and then how they moralize about voluntourism.
I interviewed several ‘orphanage’ owners, to learn about their motivations to found an ‘orphanage’ 
and the choice of working with foreign volunteers. A clear overlap in their stories was that each saw 
children ‘in need’ and decided to help them by establishing an ‘orphanage’. All explained that they 
decided  to  attract  volunteers  only  when  they  ran  out  of  funds.  Their  rationale  was  that  foreign 
volunteers  are  considered to  be  the  best  way of  getting  donations  in,  as  the  Nepali  government 
provides no (consistent) funding. In my film (see still frame 15) I included the story Krishna, of one of 
such  owners  and  founder  of  the  Love  Company  Orphanage.  In  this  scene,  he  explains  that  he 
established an ‘orphanage’ because he saw many children on the streets who were hungry, wore bad 
clothing and behaved badly. To him, the role of an ‘orphanage’ is to help children that are considered 
to be ‘in need’ or ‘in a bad situation’ and that voluntourism is a way to pay for these efforts.
The  specific  reference  to  the  bad  situation  of  ‘street  children’  leading  to  their  calling  to  help  is 
prominent  in  all  their  stories.  Both ‘orphanage’  owners  and ‘orphans’  specifically  referred to  this 
group. Panter-Brick argues that ‘street  children’ are not the only ‘children in need’,  but that their 
categorization as one group and their visibility results in a lot of aid being focussed towards this 
group  (Panter-Brick  2002:  153).  It  is  therefore  interesting  that  ‘orphanage’  owners  all  specifically 
mention that their encounters with ‘street children’ were a catalyst for action.
However, Ramesh, a social worker and board member of SCC, approached the situation of ‘street 
children’  not  as  something  pitiable,  but  as  a  societal  menace:  he  repeatedly  told  me  that  ‘street 
children’ are a big problem as they steal from stores, beg, use drugs and sell drugs to tourists. For him, 
street children were similarly a reason to intervene. Not so much out of pity, but out of civic duty for 
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Still frame 15: Interview with Krishna, founder of the Love Company Orphanage (min. 28:39).
improving Pokhara. He argues that ‘orphanages’ take over the responsibility of the government, as he 
thinks it is the government’s duty to take care of these children as a foster, but that their government 
fails to do so. This aligns with the arguments of Ticktin and Mosse, namely that business and aid 
organizations increasingly take over responsibilities of states (Ticktin 2014: 281)(Mosse 2013: 238, 239). 
All the ‘orphanages’ I encountered indeed claimed that they either did not get government funding at 
all or that it was so inconsistent and sporadic that they could not depend on it.
The role of the government is still apparent in another way in all ‘orphanages’. All ‘orphanages’ are 
registered with the government,  meaning that they are scrutinized by the state and have to meet 
certain minimum standards. An Umbrella Foundation employee explained to me that Nepal has the 
Ministry of Women, Children and Social Welfare. The Central Child Welfare Board (CCWB) is a part of 
this, and serves as child protective services. She explained that this government body would prefer to 
shut down all the children’s homes, because they deem they have become too much of a ‘business’. As 
this is practically impossible in present-day Nepal, they try to compromise by establishing minimum 
standards. Reality unfortunately shows her that the CCWB lacks resources to enforce such standards 
in practice or act in other ways to protect children. My respondents backed up this claim as they 
expressed that standard-monitoring is not consistent and NGOs and aid organizations are called upon 
to  find solutions  in  emergency  situations  regarding  children.  Practical  findings  here  also  overlap 
Mosse’s discussion of how NGOs increasingly take over ‘responsibilities of governments’ (Mosse 2013: 
229).
I observed a discrepancy between government rules regarding voluntourism and how the volunteer 
organizations  maneuvered within  these  rules.  For  instance,  volunteers  officially  have  to  travel  to 
Nepal on a volunteer visa. In practice, all the volunteer organizations I encountered avoided this rule, 
because it was much cheaper and (bureaucratically) easier to send volunteers to Nepal on a tourist 
visa (CCWB 2014). Furthermore, the Nepali government strongly advises volunteer organizations to 
demand a background check, but far from all volunteers were required to provide one (CCWB 2014). 
This  is  a  problem  Palacios  also  emphasizes  about  voluntourism:  that  volunteers’  (professional) 
backgrounds  are  not  scrutinized  enough  (Palacios  2010:  861).  To  my  surprise,  GVI,  the  biggest 
organization in SCC even turned out to be operating illegally. This is something I only discovered 
when I reached out to their volunteers about participating in my research and they responded by 
saying they were not allowed to do this by their volunteer organizations ‘because their organization is 
technically illegal in Pokhara’. I could not uncover details about the apparent unlawfulness, but it is a 
clear example of the very limited control the Nepali government has over volunteer organizations and 
their conduct.
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Still frame 16: Closet with text of who donated it to 
SCC (min. 08:00).
This  shows  that  the  different  volunteer  organizations  apply  the  rules  of  the  Nepali  government 
differently.  Besides  this,  I  found  that  there  was  a  further  hierarchy  among  different  volunteer 
organizations.  Reith argues that partnerships between NGOs and donors result  in unequal power 
relations (Reith 2010:  446).  One example I  observed was that the amount of money donated by a 
volunteer  organization  was  proportional  to  the  influence  over  the  functioning  of  SCC.  The  most 
expensive organization for volunteers, namely GVI, was able to claim an exclusive time-slot for their 
volunteers,  namely  the  mornings.  That  meant  that  volunteers  from other  organizations  were  not 
allowed  to  be  in  SCC  in  the  mornings,  whereas  in  the  afternoons,  volunteers  from  different 
organizations intermingled in SCC. Ramesh, one of the board members, expressed annoyance about 
this situation, but explained that there is little they can do about it because they are dependent on their 
volunteers and thus donations. He is displeased that such decisions are made by GVI with volunteers 
in mind, not the children. A practical example he gave was that the board members suggested that 
volunteers  would take the children to a  park,  because they had been inside all  day,  but  the GVI 
organization refused because they had already made a program with the volunteers for that morning 
in SCC. This echoes some of the media criticisms on voluntourism, namely that interests of volunteers 
as  ‘customers’  get  prioritized over  those of  the  ‘voluntoured’,  because volunteers  payed for  their 
booking (Palacios 2010: 861). Another such example comes from Happy Home. One of the employees 
told me that their first ‘orphanage’ was in the less-visited area of Chitwan. Once they discovered how 
much money came flowing in from foreign volunteers, they made the calculated decision to open a 
bigger one in Pokhara, a place visited by many more foreign tourists, expecting to attract many more 
volunteers and collect substantially higher revenues. The fact that they would help more children in 
need was a desirable side-effect. Here, similarities with a strategy of a growing business are striking. It 
would however be too simplistic to say that volunteer organizations and ‘orphanage’ owners get rich 
by exploiting volunteers, parents and children. Subchapter 4.1 explains how parents and children also 
receive value from this system, as do volunteers, as described in subchapter 4.3.
While  the  ‘orphanages’  in  my  research  are  all  registered  as  NGOs  and  have  charitable  mission 
statements,  volunteer  organizations  are  businesses  who  make  profit.  In  the  case  of  my  research, 
charity indeed results in economic incentives and rewards for the ‘orphanage’ owners, board members 
and volunteer organizations. This entanglement of charitable organizations with business is part of a 
trend,  as  Mosse  argues  that  this  involvement  is  increasingly  popular  (Mosse  2013:  238,  239). 
‘Orphanages’ cannot be considered full-fledged businesses, even if we assume that the money brought 
in by volunteers is their key motivation. ‘Orphanage’ owners also emphasized the value of volunteers 
helping out with homework, house chores, practicing speaking English, playing with children and 
teaching  children  proper  manners  and  habits.  In  SCC  I  observed  the  importance  they  place  of 
donations: as you see in the film (see still frame 16) everything that is donated is marked by the name 
of the donor.
My research shows that unlike Donati’s definition of charity, ‘orphanage’ owners do not see a paradox 
the involvement of charity with business (Donati 2003: 245). ‘Orphanage’ owner Krishna states that a 
rich ‘orphanage’ is not a problem as long as the money is invested well. In the interview he says: 
‘To be rich is not a bad thing, it is a good thing and you must use the money in the right way. If you do good 
work it is fine, I appreciate the work of other orphanage owners. I am not going to say that this orphanage is good 
and bad, they are all good and all have problems. Yesterday there was this boy in my orphanage, who broke his 
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arm. We had to bring him to the hospital and fixed his arm. If I did not have money, then what? So money is a 
good thing.’ (see still frame 15)
However,  as  I  showed  in  chapter  3,  media  criticize  the  profits  that  ‘orphanages’  and  volunteer 
organizations  earn  by  misdirecting  volunteers  and  different  actors  in  my  research  echoed  such 
criticisms (Browne and Dharssi  2014)(Reas  2013:  131,  132).  The  previous  subchapter  showed that 
volunteers were discontented as they believed a too small part of their payments and donations ended 
up going into the children’s projects.  Board members of SCC were also critical  of the amounts of 
money some other ‘orphanage’ owners made. For example, Ramesh told me that after Krishna started 
an ‘orphanage’, he was soon able to buy a bigger house and a car, things that are very exceptional in 
Nepal. Interestingly, Ramesh too visibly made money from his ‘orphanage’, albeit indirectly, as he 
booked tourist excursions for volunteers. He did not see anything wrong in this because he made it 
clear  this  was  a  business  affair  separate  from  the  ‘orphanage’  and  did  not  present  it  as  charity. 
Meanwhile,  several  ‘orphanage’  owners gossiped that  Namaste Children’s Home and ‘orphanage’ 
Bahini also have very rich owners. Surprisingly, one of the children in one the ‘orphanages’ (who 
remains anonymous) also made a statement about the involvement of money. A relative of this child 
lives in Rainbow Children’s Home, and he complained that the ‘orphanage’ owner just sits back and 
collects money, neglecting to do anything for the children. I noticed that the ‘orphanage’ owners were 
apprehensive about being accused of being corrupt or self-serving. If I were to even start about the 
subject of making money from ‘orphanages’, they instantly became very defensive. They explained 
they did not understand why some people would accuse them of such things. Note that evasiveness 
does not have to imply guilt: it could also mean it is socially inappropriate to be seen as profiting from 
a ‘charitable orphanage’, so that even such notions or accusations directly elicit a strong emotional 
response, regardless whether one actually does profit. Regardless, in all ‘orphanages’ known to me, 
owners  and  board  members  earn  pay  -  all  receive  some  of  the  money  that  comes  in  from  the 
volunteers. This again signifies the gradual scale of charity and commerce: How much money is fair 
compensation for their work? How much means you are exploiting the situation?
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Still frame 17: 
Interview with 
Ramesh, board 
member of SCC 
(min. 00:15).
Ramesh was not only rejective towards the profit making ‘orphanage’ owners, but also towards the 
structure of his own ‘orphanage’ SCC. In the beginning of the film (see still frame 17), he expresses 
that volunteers pay a lot of money to volunteer organizations whereas little of this money ends up 
with the ‘orphanage’. He often complained about the other board members as he believed they did 
nothing for the children in SCC. When I asked him why someone would choose to be a board member 
at an ‘orphanage’, but do nothing for the children, he said that it must be because there is money to be 
earned from volunteers. The employee at Umbrella Foundation similarly claimed that volunteers are 
also the ones exploited in the ‘orphanage business’, not only the children are. In addition, Ramesh 
asserted that volunteer organizations are veritable businesses who go as far as exploiting volunteers 
by asking too much money. Roots of these criticisms relate to the argument of Browne and Dharssi 
that there is barely a private sector in Nepal and that NGOs are seen as a way to make money (Browne 
and Dharssi 2014).
The most critical view came from Ajay, a citizen of Pokhara who lives nearby SCC and wanted to 
share his opinions on voluntourism and ‘orphanages’ with me. In the footage (see still frame 18), he 
says that many people use NGOs as businesses and that he thinks volunteers are not suitable to work 
with these children. He and his friend Arun see that volunteers are bad models for Nepali children as 
their manner of dress and behavior is considered to be improper in the context of Nepal. Furthermore, 
he thinks that volunteers do not look for the best projects or challenge, but search for the touristic area 
in which they can have the most fun. For him, this focus on leisure shows that volunteers do not come 
to Pokhara to truly help. Mostly the two are worried about the ‘money game’ of ‘orphanages’, that the 
charity  is  forsaken.  Ram Chandra,  founder of  NGO Children Nepal,  is  also against  ‘orphanages’, 
because he believes there are better alternatives if helping children is the truly the most important 
goal,  as  explained  in  subchapter  4.1.  However,  he  does  think  some  orphanages  are  needed  for 
situations where children are really orphaned, and thus have no parents.
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Still frame 18: Interview with Arun and Ajay, who live near SCC (min. 06:16).
In order to not present a one-sided view, I am obliged to say that I have seen and heard very positive 
attitudes about ‘orphanages’ and voluntourism as well. Several neighbors of SCC empathized with the 
children, sent their own children to play with them and socialized with the caregiver. Ramesh stresses 
that the practice of voluntourism in itself is a good thing, because volunteers teach the children about 
discipline, hygiene, nice behavior and English. He said ‘I am proudly saying that our kids are much better 
off compared to children who live at home’. He claims that volunteer organizations as intermediary are the 
problem and that volunteers should come to ‘orphanages’ directly.
How exactly  is  money made through voluntourism? It  starts  with  demand:  people  looking for  a 
volunteering experience often search the internet and find a number of organizations. They pick a 
project and then make a booking through the volunteer organization of their choice. In the previous 
subchapter I showed that as Emond states, volunteers who work with children react to the ideal of 
‘saving’  children  (Emond  2009:  413).  This  was  visible  in  my  research  as  volunteers  considered 
‘orphans’ and ‘street children’ to be in need of helping and thought of themselves as able to help. But 
the  ideal  of  saving  children  was  also  visible  among  ‘orphanage’  owners,  board  members  and 
‘orphanage’ employees. The difference is that people who live in Pokhara react to the ‘street children’ 
in front of them, whereas volunteers react to a representation of ‘vulnerable children’ by the volunteer 
organizations. Volunteer organizations are incentivized to create a representation that attracts as many 
prospective  ‘customers’  as  possible,  in  order  to  maximize  ‘sales’  of  volunteer  placements.  This 
representation  is  visible  on  the  websites  of  volunteer  organizations,  as  they  emphasize  the 
vulnerability of the children, and characterize them as ‘orphans’ or ‘street children’. I.e. Podvolunteer 
writes:
“Volunteers are very valuable since they bring with them a variety of skills and experience that can be shared 
with the local teams of workers to enhance the lives of the children we are working with. The centers are severely 
underfunded and understaffed and so every hour that our volunteers spend at these places enhances and enriches 
the lives of the local children.” (Podvolunteer 2013)
Volunteer organization GVI writes on their website: 
“Volunteers  will  make  an  important  difference  to  the  children  on  the  project,  improving  their  overall 
development. Many of the children are from poor and difficult backgrounds but still have an extraordinary desire 
to learn and through the project you will provide the extra support they need.” (GVI 2014)
These  statements  read  like  marketing  copy,  as  they  are  loaded  with  adjectives  like  ‘severely 
underfunded and understaffed’,  ‘important’  and ‘extraordinary’.  They emphasize the vulnerability 
and neediness of the children, contrasted with the obvious ability of volunteers to help, intervene and 
‘enrich’  the  lives  of  the  ‘orphans’.  These  representations  work,  because  many volunteers  want  to 
volunteer with children (Reas 2013: 124).
The way in which money is made through voluntourism relates to discussions on representation and 
the  question  of  why  volunteer  organizations  and  ‘orphanage’  owners  keep  calling  the  children 
‘orphans’ or ‘street children’ and their institutions ‘orphanages’. In subchapter 4.1, I write that one 
reason might be that people consider a child without care to be an orphan. By now, I am convinced 
that volunteer organizations and ‘orphanages’ intentionally use the ‘orphan’ designation and leave 
out the intricacies of the lives of such children. Their goal is to attract customers who respond to an 
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uncomplicated  stereotype  and  pay  for  a  volunteering  experience  in  an  ‘orphanage’.  Panter-Brick 
argues that the category of ‘street children’ is made by aid organizations to justify and emphasize the 
needs of these children and get support for their work (Panter-Brick 2002: 153). The category of ‘street 
children’ signifies vulnerability and leads to an emotional response (Panter-Brick 2002: 147, 148). This 
shows how the discourse about ‘street children’ can be extended to the category of ‘orphans’, which is 
used in the context of my research for similar reasons: pity is the common reaction to children who 
became orphaned. People feel sorry for these children and want to help.
I  observed  the  use  of  the  intentional  ‘representation  of  children  as  orphans’  on  the  volunteer 
organization  websites  and  in  ‘orphanage’  brochures.  In  such  materials,  children  were  incorrectly 
referred to as ‘orphans’ and ‘street children’ and there were elaborate, sometimes trumped-up stories 
of the children’s backgrounds. This could explain my observation that children in SCC were very 
secretive when volunteers asked about their backgrounds: they generally did not answer. I did not get 
a  clear-cut  answer  about  this  from  board  members,  but  I  suspect  that  the  children  have  been 
(implicitly) instructed to play along with the ‘orphan’ and ‘street children’ representation. Also, when 
I asked children for their opinions on volunteering and volunteer organizations, they always said ‘we 
like all volunteers and all volunteer organizations’- this seemed rehearsed. There are strong incentives 
for  ‘orphanages’  to  teach  children  to  refrain  from  criticism,  because  of  the  dependency  on  the 
(goodwill  of)  volunteers.  To  conclude  these  examples,  one  specific  story  serves  to  illustrate  the 
representation of children for economic profit: Bishnu, the caregiver in SCC, told me about Namaste 
Children’s Home, another ‘orphanage’,  which was looking for a young child to sponsor. Namaste 
conducts a system of child sponsorships where visiting volunteers or distant donors can sponsor one 
specific child so it can afford education and other things. Bishnu told me that there was a volunteer 
who wanted to sponsor a small child, but that Namaste Children’s Home at the time did not have 
children that young in its care. For that reason, they contacted SCC, seeking a ‘small child’ that could 
be transferred to Namaste Children’s Home in order to receive the sponsorship. A representative case 
of the power an individual donors’ preferences can have over ‘orphanage’ actions and the lives of the 
children: SCC eventually obliged because they believed the child would have a better future there, as 
Namaste Children’s Home is known as a rich and successful children’s home.
All these instances show emphasis on suffering of children and that their difficult life stories are used 
to attract volunteers. Ticktin similarly argues that the hyper visibility of suffering bodies results in 
economic profit and is also used for claim-making and recognition of development aid (Ticktin 2014: 
276). Kleinman and Kleinman state that images of suffering make viewers feel like their society has a 
higher moral status, and are thus in the capacity to help (Kleinman & Kleinman 1997: 9). This helps 
explain why volunteers with no (professional) experience in working with ‘vulnerable children’ still 
feel compelled to provide aid in an ‘orphanage’.
So does this involvement of business and charity imply commodification of these children and their 
suffering, as discussed in chapter 3.4? My research does indeed reflect Reas’ statement, that NGOs and 
volunteer  organization  market  images  of  happy-looking  volunteers  together  with  ‘poor’-looking 
children,  to  authenticate  the  ‘doing  good’  and  that  such  representations  turn  the  poverty  of  the 
children into a marketable resource (Reas 2013: 131, 132). My research also shows how the suffering as 
an experience is used by these organizations to spark global action (volunteers and donations from 
around the world) and to profit from it  (Kleinman & Kleinman 1997:  2).  Sharp argues that when 
‘western’  media  reduce  images  of  ‘vulnerable’  people  to  objects  of  pity,  not  just  a  process  of 
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objectification but also one of commodification takes place: it transmutes these people into an object of 
economic value (Sharp 2000: 293).  This is true in my research in the sense that these children are 
represented  in  a  simplistic  way  and  their  suffering  overemphasized  so  that  they  can  be  most 
effectively commodified. However, I think that this is only a part of a multifaceted picture. Regarding 
these children and their ‘suffering’ as just a commodity denies their agency and that of their parents. I 
saw children use and manipulate their representation as well. For example, I observed some children 
emphasizing  their  poverty  and  difficult  situation  towards  the  volunteers,  when  they  wanted 
volunteers to buy them something. Children in SCC loved to play with spinning tops (see still frame 
19), and used pity tactics to cajole several volunteers into buying spinning tops for them. They would 
also start to make sad faces or ‘act sad’ as a joke when volunteers took pictures of them - a signifier 
that they are aware of their unvoiced role as objects of pity. Such examples show that the children are 
conscious  of  their  duplicitous  roles  and  have  agency.  They  too  influence  their  lives  and  their 
surroundings (White 2012: 82).
Statements on commodification of children and their  suffering in a way deny the agency of their 
parents  as  well.  NGO Next Generation Nepal  claims that  ‘setting up an “orphanage” is  easy for  the 
traffickers, with children readily available from poor, uneducated families who do not understand where their 
children  are  going.  “Orphanages”  have  become  lucrative,  profit-making  businesses  to  meet  the  needs  of 
volunteers—and not the needs of the children!’(Next Generation Nepal 2015). My research contradicts this 
by showing that most parents are not duped into sending their children to an ‘orphanage’, but instead 
make a rational choice. For many of them, it is simply one of the most feasible ways to give their 
children  access  to  a  certain  standard  of  life  and education,  as  discussed  in  subchapter  4.1.  They 
purposefully  choose  an  ‘orphanage’  where  foreign  volunteers  work,  correctly  presuming  that 
foreigners are a signifier of a wealthy ‘orphanage’. In fact, we can say that it is precisely this criticized 
mixture of business and charity that makes for rich ‘orphanages’. One could say that the children are 
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Still frame 19: Children are playing with spinning tops in SCC (min. 28:13).
‘sent to work’ as ‘orphans’ and receive material benefits and social qualities in return. Media and 
NGOs  chastise  such  choice  by  parents,  their  criticisms  being  rooted  in  the  condemnation  of  the 
involvement of children in creation or carrying of economic value, as shown in the discussion on child 
labor (White 2011: 83)(Nieuwenhuys 1996: 238, 244).
To conclude,  ‘orphanage’  owners,  board members  and volunteer  organizations  see  the  role  of  an 
‘orphanage’ as a mix of a charitable place that helps children in need and an institution which allows 
the people involved to earn money. Voluntourism plays a crucial role in this,  as the payments by 
volunteers  enable  both  the  charitable  work  and  the  private  income.  Children  are  intentionally 
represented  as  ‘orphans’  and  ‘street  children’,  because  the  connotation  with  vulnerability  attract 
volunteers and their donations.
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5. Conclusion 
Core of this thesis is  the argument that people in Pokhara moralize differently about the roles of 
orphanages and about voluntourism in ‘orphanages’. Researching this revealed that these discussions 
revolve around two transformative processes. First is the transformation of a child in a family into the 
category of  ‘orphans’.  Second is  the intermingling of  charity and business.  I  will  now make final 
conclusions about four points that relate to these processes: the transformation into the category of 
‘orphans’,  visions  on  voluntourism,  the  involvement  of  business  with  charity  and  finally  the 
commodification of ‘orphans’.
My research shows different moralities about the transformation into the category of ‘orphans’. It is 
morally condemned by some people: in the film, my anonymous respondent in the Langtang Valley 
regards  parents  who  send  their  child  to  an  ‘orphanage’  as  ‘selfish’,  and  Ram  Chandra  of  NGO 
Children Nepal says that children who are not truly orphaned should best live within their families. 
Conversely, my research shows that others believe an ‘orphanage’ endows children with important 
advantages: for Abhishek’s mother, her child can now go to school, has good clothes and good food. 
‘Orphanages’ helped Santos off the streets and drugs. Social worker Ramesh told me that ‘orphanages’ 
are vital for children ‘in need’ as government institutions provide no help, whereas the ‘orphanages’ 
take action and take on responsibility in caring for such children. These different moralities stem from 
disparate  paradigms of  the  ‘ideal  childhood’.  An ‘orphanage’  is  perceived as  inadequate  or  even 
harmful if measured against the ideal of a childhood within the family with an emphasis on learning a 
playing (Korbin 2003: 2003: 431)(Baxter 2008: 161). In contrast,  others consider the transition to an 
orphanage as an ‘elevation of status’ for their child, because it provides them with opportunities to go 
to a good school, have access to wealth and come into contact with foreigners.
Voluntourism turned out to play an important role in the discourse of ‘orphanages’. I argued that 
children who transform into an ‘orphan’ leave behind particular ‘qualities’ of a child in a family, but 
also acquire new ones in the ‘orphanage’. In the first situation, ‘qualities’ of the child are associated 
with their emotional rewards, economic contribution to the household and future social security. The 
transformation into the category of ‘orphans’ provides children with other ‘qualities’ such as good 
education, a wealthy life and proficiency in English (Lancy 2015: 3). Parents of ‘orphans’ underscored 
that these new ‘qualities’ are rooted in contact with foreign volunteers: they associate the presence of 
foreigners  in  ‘orphanages’  with  a  wealthy  environment,  one  that  provides  access  to  superior 
education, food, and clothes. However, whereas parents, several neighbors, children and ‘orphanage’ 
owners and employees see the volunteers as an important contribution to the ‘orphanages’, others 
criticized the practice of  voluntourism. Two neighbors of  SCC, Ajay and Arun,  think that  a  child 
should ideally grow up in the Nepali culture, which is impeded by prolonged contact with foreign 
volunteers. Some volunteers also negatively reflected on the practical value of their volunteer work, 
conceding that they did not feel like they had contributed much to the ‘orphanage’. 
Furthermore,  several  respondents  rejected  the  business  model  of  volunteer  organizations  and 
‘orphanages’. This entanglement of business and charity can be seen as a contradiction in itself, as 
charity is mainly associated with the absence of a monetary reward for the ‘giver’ (Donati 2003: 245). 
Volunteers who had paid considerable amounts of money to volunteer, felt disgruntled when they 
discovered that only a small portion of their payment actually goes to the ‘orphanage’ in which they 
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volunteer. For example, Sophie expected that the largest part of her payment would go to SCC, in 
reality it turned out the ‘orphanage’ received less than 14%. A neighbor of SCC went as far to call 
voluntourism a  ‘money  game’  and  Ramesh  argued that  some ‘orphanage'  owners  and  volunteer 
organizations indeed exploit ‘orphanages’ to make money. However, all ‘orphanage’ owners I spoke to 
claimed not to see a moral clash in the involvement of business with charity and thus in earning 
economic profit from charity. They argued instead that donations from volunteers enabled them to 
help children ‘in need’. For example, Krishna emphasized that ‘orphanages’ receive no funding from 
the  government,  meaning  that  earning  income  from  volunteers  is  a  necessary  means  to  helping 
disadvantaged children. This notion makes it acceptable for owners to pay themselves, as it allows 
them to be involved in the ‘orphanage’ full-time.
During my research, I kept looking for reasons why children who have parents would be referred to as 
‘orphans’ and the institutions called ‘orphanages’. This too has its origins in the paradoxic mixture of 
business and charity. If volunteer organizations start to think and behave like businesses, they have to 
compete with other organizations for the ‘customers’ who bring in money: the volunteers. In order to 
attract customers, a business needs to market itself in the most effective way. In my thesis I argue that 
children in ‘orphanages’ are therefore strategically represented as ‘orphans’, because it attracts pity 
from volunteers, thereby maximizing their marketability. I chose to extend the discussion about ‘street 
children’ to discussions of ‘orphans’, because it is similarly argued that aid organizations categorize 
children  as  ‘street  children’  in  order  to  justify,  emphasize  the  need  and  get  support  for  the 
organizations’  work  (Panter-Brick  2002:  153).  I  believe  something  comparable  is  happening  with 
‘orphans’, as volunteer organizations have incentives to appeal to volunteers who are attracted to the 
ideal of ‘saving’ children ‘in need’, thereby homogenizing a group of children with very different and 
complex backgrounds into the uniform category of ‘orphans’. Authors, such as Sharp argue that once 
people are represented as ‘vulnerable’ and made into objects of pity, they are also commodified into 
objects of economic value (Sharp 2000: 293). This process of commodification is often condemned in 
media discussions. My thesis asserts that the ‘western’ idea that children should not carry or produce 
economic  value  is  key  to  understanding  rejection  of  the  commodification  of  children’s  suffering 
(White 2011: 83)(Nieuwenhuys 1996: 237).  I also observed the opposite in the context of my research: 
economic contribution of children to the household is accepted and encouraged, particularly in the 
remote Langtang Valley. Although children are indeed represented as ‘orphans’ to attract volunteers 
and thus make money, the idea of pure exploitative commodification does not do justice to the agency 
of these children and their parents. First, I have seen ‘orphans’ manipulate their representation too, in 
order to get what they want from volunteers. Second, parents make a rational choice to send their 
child to an ‘orphanage’, because of the wealth volunteers bring in and the ‘elevation of status’ their 
children receive.
Aim of my film and this accompanying thesis is to provide an insight into very different ways of 
moralizing about the roles  of  ‘orphanages’  and voluntourism. To show the intricacies  of  different 
views on the ‘ideal childhood’, on the transformation into the category of ‘orphans’, the involvement 
of business with charity, the complexity of ‘helping’ and the commodification of ‘orphans’.
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